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RBC means Research-Based Curriculum,. Each RBC coursebook is written by a PhD student at

a university about their cutting edge research.

Why complete an independent ‘RBC’ study pack?

RBC courses are challenge courses to sharpen your skills and resilience: finishing an RBC course is a

major accomplishment to add to your academic CV. To get into a university, you must demonstrate

that you are intellectually curious, and will make the most of the academic opportunities available to

you. Completing a pack will allow you to gain invaluable experience to write about in your university

application..

It allows you to:

ü Build your subject experience to mention in your UCAS Personal Statement

ü Sharpen your academic skills

ü Experience what it’s like to study beyond school and at university

ü Better understand what you enjoy and don’t enjoy

ü Improve your overall subject understanding ahead of final exams

For Students

Getting Started
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Who should complete this pack?

Anyone interested in improving their academic skills or understanding what they should do at

university. This pack is especially suitable for anyone interested in studying Geography, Politics and

Business.

Even if you are unsure of where your interest in human geography or agriculture can take you, by

completing this pack you will have a clearer idea of the variety of subjects that link to one another.

If you have any questions while you are using the resources in this pack, you can contact your

teacher or email us directly at schools@access-ed.ngo.

Good luck with your journey to higher education!

What’s in this booklet?

Your RBC booklet is a pack of resources containing:

ü More about how and why study this subject

ü Six ‘resources’ each as a lesson with activities

ü A final assignment to gauge learning

ü Extra guidance throughout about the university skills you are building

ü End notes on extra resources and where to find more information

For Students

Getting Started

mailto:schools@access-ed.ngo
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For Students

University Skills

To complete this resource, you will have to demonstrate impressive

academic skills. When universities are looking for new students, they

will want young people who can study independently and go above

and beyond the curriculum. All these skills that you will see here will

demonstrate your abilities as a university student – while you’re still

at school!

Every time you have to look something up or write up a reference,

you are showing that you can work independently.

Every time you complete a challenging problem or write an answer

to a difficult question, you might demonstrate your ability to think

logically or build an argument.

Every time you evaluate the sources or data that you are presented 

with, you are showing that you can ‘dive deep’ into an unfamiliar 

topic and learn from it!

Skills you will build for university: 

your ability to work on your own and find answers online or in books

your ability to create something original and express your ideas

your ability to apply what you know to new problems 

your ability to logically express yourself

your ability to refer to sources that back up your opinions/ideas

your ability to refer to what others have said in your answer, and credit 

them for their ideas

your ability to go above and beyond the school curriculum to new areas 
of knowledge

your ability to evaluate sources (e.g. for bias, origin, purpose) 

your ability to discuss the implications of what the numbers show

your ability to engage with what you are reading by highlighting and 
annotating

Your ability to consider questions with an open mind and evaluate what 
is important or not

independent research

creativity

problem solving

building an argument

providing evidence

academic referencing

deep dive

source analysis

data interpretation

active reading

Look out for these Key 

Skills Badges 

throughout the 

coursebook. These 

show that you’re 

building the learning 

skills you’ll need to 

succeed at University 

and in Higher 

Education. 

critical thinking

University Ready
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Where can this subject take me?

Pathways

Studying Media Studies or Business can open the doors to many degrees and careers. It intersects

with English Literature, Fine art and Design, Politics and Sociology. Whatever interests you is likely to

relate to Media Studies in some way. See a snapshot of where studying Media Studies and Business

can take you.

What are some are the ‘interdisciplinary’ subjects in this course?

Interdisciplinary is a term you will hear used by higher education institutions. It’s also how many

professionals and academics in the real world operate: they use multiple subjects, or disciplines, to

carry out their work.

Thinking about which subjects you like, alongside Media Studies, can help you choose a career

pathway later.

Read more about subject selection and careers pathways:

https://targetjobs.co.uk

https://www.prospects.ac.uk

https://thinkuni.org/

‘Transferrable skills’ from Media Studies to 

a career:

• critical analysis

• research

• commercial and cultural awareness of the 

media and creative industries

• teamwork

• initiation and development of creative 

work in writing, audiovisual or other 

electronic media

• a flexible, creative and independent 

approach to tasks

• the ability to work to a brief and meet 

deadlines.

‘Transferrable skills’ from Business to a 

career:

• Highly motivated

• Teamwork and leadership skills

• Good written communication

• Organisation and time management skills

• Numeracy (level depends on nature of the 

course)

• Ability to use initiative and can think 

creatively 

• Proactive

https://targetjobs.co.uk/
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/
https://thinkuni.org/
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Subject map: Arts

Arts as a subject choice is quite popular with students, and it doesn’t just mean visual arts like 

painting or design.  These subjects often complement one another and around 24.7% of students 

with an Arts degree go on to do a Masters’ degree in a subject that is within the broad field of Arts 

and Humanities.  Furthermore, a lot of these students get jobs in Marketing, PR and sales.

Find our about Science-related careers here:

PROSPECTS: https://www.prospects.ac.uk

TARGET JOBS: https://targetjobs.co.uk

VFX artist

Fashion communication

Broadcast 

engineer

Music therapist

Sound engineer

Music 

producer

Social media manager

Marketing 

executive

Editorial 

assistant

Digital 

copywriter

Interpreter

Political risk analyst

Diplomatic services 

officer

Academic researcher

Human resources officer

Archaelogist

Cartographer

Environmental 

consultant

Graphic designer

Public relations officer

ARTS

Modern foreign 

languages

English literature

Music
Fine art and design

History & 

Geography

Journalist

Website 

content officer

Town 

planner

Archivisit

Art therapist

Illustrator
Exhibition 

designer

https://www.prospects.ac.uk/
https://targetjobs.co.uk/
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For Teachers

RBC Guide

Learner aims The Research-Based Curriculum aims to support student attainment 

and university progression by providing classroom resources about 

cutting-edge research at local universities. The resources are designed 

to:

ü promote intellectual curiosity through exposure to academic 

research

ü stretch and challenge students to think deeply about content that 

may be beyond the confines of the curriculum

ü develop core academic skills, including critical thinking, 

metacognition, and written and verbal communication

ü inform students about how subjects are studied at university, and 

provide information, advice and guidance on pursuing subjects at 

undergraduate level

The programme represents a unique collaboration between 

universities and schools. Trained by AccessEd, PhD Researchers use 

their subject expertise to create rich resources that help bring new 

discoveries and debates to students. 

The Research-Based Curriculum offers twelve modules suitable for 

KS5 study. The modules span a range of disciplines, including EBacc 

and A-level subjects, as well as degree subjects like Biochemistry. Each 

module includes six hours of teaching content, supported by student 

packs, teacher notes and slides. All modules are available online and 

free of charge for teachers at select schools. 

These resources are designed to be used flexibly by teachers. The 

resources can be completed by students individually or in groups, in 

or out of the classroom. 

Content

Using the RBC pack
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Extra-Curricular Subject 

Enrichment Clubs

Here are five examples of delivery options:

The resources can be completed in small groups (4-8 pupils) across a

series of weekly lunch clubs or after-school clubs online or in person.

Groups can reflect on their learning by presenting a talk or poster on the

subject matter at the end of the course.

The resources can be used by students to explore subjects that they are

interested in studying at university. This can inform their decision making

with regards to university degree courses and allow students to write

more effective Personal Statements by including reflections on the

Research-Based Curriculum.

The resources can be used to ignite curiosity in new topics and

encourage independent research. Schools could hold a research

challenge across a class or year group to submit a piece of work based on

the resources. Pupils could submit individually or in small groups, with a

final celebration event.

Resource packs can function as ‘transition’ projects over the summer,

serving as an introduction to the next level of study between KS3 and

KS4, or KS4 and KS5. Students could present their reflections on the

experience in a journal.

The Research-Based Curricula programme builds on the University

Learning in Schools programme (ULiS), which was successfully delivered

and evaluated through the London Schools Excellence Fund in 2015. The

project was designed in a collaboration between Achievement for All and

The Brilliant Club, the latter being the sister organisation of AccessEd.

ULiS resulted in the design and dissemination of 15 Schemes of Work

based on PhD research for teachers and pupils at Key Stage 3. The

project was evaluated by LKMCo. Overall, pupils made higher than

expected progress and felt more engaged with the subject content. The

full evaluation can be found here: ULiS Evaluation.

For more information contact hello@access-ed.ngoQuestions

For Teachers

Using the RBC packs

https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/achievement_for_all_university_learning_in_schools_ulis_final_report.pdf
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The topics within this pack 
will include:

In the last ten years, we’ve seen a massive change in society around

equality and representation. Movements have risen around the

rights of specific groups. Within the United Nations’ 17 Sustainable

Development Goals, adopted in 2015, are calls to action to ‘achieve

gender equality and empower all women and girls’ and to ‘reduce

inequality within and among countries’. This latter goal calls for

inclusion, regardless of age, sex, disability, race, ethnicity, origin,

religion or economic or other status.

But what does this have to do with media studies? It should have

everything to do with it. Rather than being a mirror on society, media

has a powerful ability to shape it. The very best media doesn’t just

sell a product or define a brand, it can change behaviours and shape

society. Indeed, some consumers believe that media has been

instrumental in creating and reinforcing negative stereotypes.

Therefore, the industry has an important role in leading change. It is

literally our job to understand, reflect and effectively communicate

to an audience which is by definition diverse.

If we don’t have diverse minds and opinions shaping that media, if

we don’t draw on insights which truly explore the positive

differences in our consumers, if we don’t find ways to communicate

and positively represent our target audiences, then we aren’t doing

our jobs.

Beyond the careers and social implications, it’s nice to just see

familiar characteristics when we watch a movie, read a book or see

an ad. If the people I’m watching are nothing like me, then I don’t

have the same interest in what happens to them and the message

gets lost. This is the real driving force behind studying representation

in media and business; to showcase all people, not just one or two

types, otherwise, what’s the point?

Introduction to Topic
Inclusive Representation in Media

Close Study Products

Representation in Media

Evaluating Images

Representing Gender

Positive Role Models

Gendered Leadership
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Studying Agricultural, Environmental and Food Economics at

The University of Reading

Agricultural, Environmental and Food Economics is part of the School

of Agriculture, Policy and Development at the University of Reading.

Students cover a wide range of topics including Marketing and

Business Management, Animal Science, Environmental Management,

and International Development which means you can tackle a lot of

different topics. Since agriculture is a multidisciplinary subject area,

combining the applied natural and life sciences with economics and

management, there is room for everyone interested in food or the

environment. My PhD has a large historical, gender studies and

museum studies focus, but some students are focused on

environmental management or how to market plant-based ‘meat’

products. It is all about your interests and future goals.

For Bachelors level, a minimum requirement of one A-level science

course is needed: Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Maths, Further Maths,

Statistics, Psychology, Geography, Environmental Studies, Applied

Science, Geology.

Careers

• Environmental management

• Agricultural economics

• Farm owner/farm manager

• Policy maker

• International development

• Museum curator/archivist

• Teacher

• Agricultural scientist

• Anthropologist (Human geographer)

• Animal scientist

• Marketing and public relations

• Business management

Introduction to Topic
Agricultural Economics

University Ready
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Meet the PhD Researcher
Tamisan Latherow

My Journey

I have a Bachelor’s degree in Anthropology (Human Geography) from

the United States which taught me how to ask questions and work with

a diverse group of individuals and to perform fieldwork in archaeology

and museum studies. After years working in Public Relations, Human

Resources, and as a Business and Computer Science teacher, I went

back to university and completed the European Masters Program, which

lets you attend two universities in two countries and complete two

Masters over a two-year period. See a trend?

My home university was at Wageningen University and Research in the

Netherlands where I completed a Master’s degree in Organic

Agriculture and focused on historical agriculture and permaculture

(ways of growing food naturally without the use of chemicals), then I

attended ISARA in Lyon, France for my Masters in Agroecology, learning

about how farming impacts the land around it and how the physical and

cultural environment effects local farming styles. My PhD combines all

of these topics: the historical, the cultural and the practical application

of agriculture.

Why this subject?

You might be trying to figure out how business and media relate to

agricultural economics, but media studies is important for us to

understand how and why consumers make certain decisions about

purchases; and business management is a key feature for the farmer,

the wholesaler, and the retailer. Understanding my consumers makes

me a better seller, regardless of whether I’m selling a carrot, a new food

product, or a policy.

US Advanced Placement and Honors courses

Anthropology (Human Geography); additional business coursework

Organic Agriculture, Agroecology and Agricultural Economics

A-Level  Subjects

Undergraduate  

Postgraduate
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Term Definition

Affirmative action The practice or policy of favouring individuals belonging to groups 

known to have been discriminated against previously.

Anchorage Words that go along with images to give meaning to them in a 

specific context; includes captions in newspapers and taglines on 

film posters.

Archetype A very typical example of a certain person or thing.

Archive A collection of historical documents or records providing 

information about a place, institution, or group of people.

ASA Advertising Standards Authority

Aspiration A hope or ambition in life.

Attributes A quality or feature regarded as a characteristic or inherent part of 

someone or something.

Audio codes Dialogue and sound used within the media.

Autonomous Having the freedom to govern itself or control its own affairs.

Boisterous Noisy, energetic, and cheerful.

Caricature An exaggerated characterisation of someone. A stereotype or 

archetype could be a caricature. Often used to mock or satirise a type 

of person. 

Charismatic Exercising a compelling charm which inspires devotion in others.

Glossary
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Term Definition

Classism Prejudice against people belonging to a particular social class.

Construction The physical layout of the media.

Contingency (theory) An organizational theory that claims that there is no best way to 

organize a corporation, to lead a company, or to make decisions.

Continuum A continuous sequence in which adjacent elements are not 

perceptibly different from each other, but the extremes are quite 

distinct.

Crop To remove the outer parts of an image in order focus on a particular 

aspect of it or change the overall shape. 

Culture Describes the way of life, behaviours and beliefs of a particular group 

of people. 

Delineation The action of describing or portraying something precisely.

Empathic Showing an ability to understand and share the feelings of another.

Entrepreneurial Characterized by the taking of financial risks in the hope of profit; 

enterprising.

Ethnicity Having the common features of a group or nation. 

Exemplify Be a typical example of.

Glamourizing Make (something) seem glamorous or desirable, especially spuriously 

so.

Glossary
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Term Definition

Hegemonic ruling or dominant in a political or social context

Iconography Symbols used to convey a meaning.

Ideology A set of ideas or thoughts that someone, or a group of people, 

believe in. 

Layout The way that a page or document is set out with specific places for 

pieces of text or images. 

Male gaze' Term used in media studies theory to describe how media texts 

portray women from a male perspective and in terms of men's 

attitudes. 

Malevolent Having or showing a wish to do evil to others.

Maligned Speak about (someone) in a spitefully critical manner.

Marginalized Treated as insignificant or peripheral.

Media codes Codes embedded in media texts which include visual elements such 

as the camera angles, shots sizes and editing styles used in a film, or 

audio such as the voiceover in a nature documentary or music track 

in an advert. 

Media text Any media product such as a TV programme, film, magazine, video 

game, newspaper, music track or album created for an audience. 

Glossary
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Term Definition

Mediation Pre-planning and writing that takes place to decide how to get the 

message across.

Mode of address The ways in which a media text uses language to speak to its target 

audience - for example, formal or informal. 

National identity Personal affiliation with a specific country based upon culture, 

traditions, language and politics.

Parody An amusing imitation. 

Persuasion effects Shape consumers' attitudes and evaluation towards the product and 

ultimately influence their purchase decision.

Primary sources Sources created during the time period being examined.

Reception theory When the meaning of a text is not inherent within the text itself, but 

is created within the relationship between the text and the reader.

Regional identity Personal affiliation with a specific geographical area (such as a city or 

county) based upon culture, traditions, language and politics.

Representation How a group or type of person is portrayed.

Secondary sources Material based on a primary source but removed from the period or 

original context.

Selection Which parts are chosen to represent the message.

Sociological Describes how society has developed and how it is organised. 

Tokenism The inclusion of a minority or other underepresented group as a 

symbolic effort to make the story seem more diverse.

Glossary
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Term Definition

Typecasting When an actor is repeatedly selected to play a specific type of 

character because they physically resemble a specific stereotype.

Vilifying Speak or write about in an abusively disparaging manner.

Visual codes The visual representations (images) used within the media.

Xenophobia Dislike of or prejudice against people from other countries.

Glossary



Resource One
Overview

By the end of this resource, you will be able to:

ü Give a brief overview of what representation means

ü List some of the types of representation found

ü Explain how stereotyping and typecasting negatively effects social

representation

Objectives

Where am I? Representation in mediaTopic

Media Studies: Media RepresentationA-level Modules

1. Read the data source

2. Complete the activities

3. Explore the further reading

Instructions
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The basic definition of representation in the media is simply how

media, such as television, film and books, portray certain types of

people or communities. There are a number of groups who are

underrepresented in most Western media. They include women,

people of colour, LBGTQA+ people, people with a range of body

shapes and types, people of non-Christian religions, and differently-

abled people. There has been a steady increase of diversity in media,

but progress has been long and slow.

When looking at any form of media, from a tv show to a newspaper

ad, the reader must always keep the question “what are they trying to

say?” in mind; this is the ideology or the beliefs and ideas being

represented. Before any media hits the public, advertisers, marketing

agents, and designers all sit down and work through the selection and

mediation of the media. Mediation refers to all of the pre-planning

and writing that takes place while they think of the best way to get

their message across, while the selection is which parts are chosen to

be included in the final version. Then comes the construction of the

media to give the viewpoint of the advertiser and includes the angles

and layout used in the final version. This can be viewed as the window

into the media world and helps to frame the argument, be it for a new

mascara or a political candidate. For example, a downward angle

makes people look small and petty while an upward angle makes

them appear as larger than life.

When designing a media campaign, the final item will go through

several drafts where the editing department will look at different

audio and visual codes and then test several options on actual

audiences to see how they feel. Audio codes typically refer to the

dialogue and sound. If you watch a video of a shark without any sound

you feel differently than if you watch it with scary music. The same

thing occurs when a person speaks with a thick accent. Visual codes

refers to the visual images of symbols that appear in a scene (the

iconography). This can include the anchorage or text which goes

along with the images to give those pictures a certain meaning in a

specific context such as captions and headlines. Visual codes can also

be the images themselves.

Resource One
Data Source

Section A

What is representation in 

media studies?

Active Reading
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One example is if a woman was represented wearing a power suit and

briefcase versus if she was wearing a baby changing bag and pushing a

stroller. We each have our own pre-conceived notions of gender,

socio-economic standing, education, etc. and these clues link to them.

This saves time and text, but can lead to misrepresentation.

There are a few major ways producers of media can misrepresent a

community, under the guise of creating diversity. The first is tokenism.

Tokenism is when the inclusion of a minority or other

underrepresented group is no more than a symbolic effort to make a

story or environment seem equal or diverse. This can be seen in many

different aspects of life, from the hiring of individuals who are a

specific ethnicity, religion, or gender at work, to the gay best friend in

a television show. Another way to misrepresent people is through

stereotyping and typecasting, which are two concepts that are very

closely related. Stereotyping can be seen in media through the

assumptions of how a certain type of person is supposed to be due to

their racial, ethnic, gender, sexual or religious identity. Stereotypes,

even those that seem harmless or even positive, can have a profound

effect on society as they create unrealistic, and often negative,

expectations and assumptions. Typecasting, which generally refers

specifically to actors, is when a person is repeatedly assigned the

same type of role due to success with that role in the past or because

they “look like” a specific stereotype. This can happen to all types of

people, but underrepresented people tend to find themselves

pigeonholed into the same roles again and again.

Strong and positive representation can help fight and break down

stereotypes that can be detrimental to individuals and limiting to

society. When a group of people is only ever represented in negative

ways, it adversely affects the way others see them, as well as the way

they see themselves. On the flip side, positive representation can

build self-confidence in individuals. It offers them role models to look

up to, people and characters to be inspired by, and reinforces that

they are not lesser than someone else. They can be the superhero,

the doctor, the actor or whoever they want to be. The benefits of

better representation are also not limited to the people represented,

but to everyone who sees it.

Resource One
Data Source

Section B

Misrepresentation and 

importance of representation

Image:

Angelina Jolie is an example of 

typecasting. She almost 

always plays the ultra-

confident mysterious woman 

who does an awful lot of 

seductive smiling in between 

blowing something up or 

punching someone. © 

Paramount Pictures.

Active Reading
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Resource One
Data Source

Representations of women in the media have developed and changed

with time to reflect the cultural and sociological changes in society.

However, female stereotypes continue to appear in some media texts.

Representations of women are often defined by how men see women

(termed the 'male gaze'), or by how society expects women to look

and behave. Many representations of women concentrate on

sexuality and emotions. Others focus on their relationships with their

children or romantic partners.

Although there are representations of women in the media that

conform to society's expectations there are also representations that

aim to subvert and challenge these constructions. These positive

representations offer a more realistic and refreshing view, showing

women as active rather than passive, and as heroes not victims.

Representations of men have changed over the past two decades with

the emergence of the 'new man' or 'metrosexual’; a man in touch with

his feminine side and interested in romance, fashion, health and

fitness. However, the main focus is still on the traditional idea of

masculinity which is strong, heroic, with the ability to outsmart life's

problems and survive against all odds. This kind of masculine

representation is seen in action-adventure characters such as James

Bond or Indiana Jones.

Today many men are faced with unrealistic and aspirational

representations of masculinity in the media. The front covers of men's

lifestyle magazines often depict a 'perfect man' with great hair and a

six pack of abs. As a result, many men are now under a similar

pressure to women, trying to conform to an ideal image.

Image:

Token Black’s character on 

SouthPark © is a tongue-

in-cheek commentary on 

the underrepresentation 

of black characters on tv

Section C

Representation of gender

Providing Evidence
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Resource One
Data Source

When media texts represent people, they can be categorised

according to age, however it is easy to fall into stereotypical

caricatures of lazy teenagers or grumpy old people. Today it can be

difficult to pigeon-hole people into age groups, as the boundaries are

becoming more blurred – for example, video games are just as likely

to be played by middle-aged adults as teenagers.

Young people are often represented negatively in media texts, which

can cause controversy and stimulate debate. During the London riots,

British young people were portrayed by the print media as dangerous

and hostile. This representation was based on the actions of a small

number of people and created an unfair stereotype. When young

people appear in positive representations in newspapers, it is often

because they have done something out of the ordinary, such as a

heroic act or an impressive sporting achievement.

Representations of older people tend to focus on things like deafness,

grumpiness and not being as able as they once were. The process of

growing old is not always represented positively by the media with

many adverts for anti-ageing products representing ageing as

something to be challenged or reversed. Images of older women on

the covers of women's magazines or in television adverts for anti-

ageing products will have been airbrushed through digital

manipulation in post-production so that most signs of ageing are

removed.

Section D

Representation of age and 

identity

Images:

Ex. Magazine covers 

aimed at women and 

men from BBC ©
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Resource One
Data Source

While the United Kingdom is an ethically diverse country, that

diversity is not always reflected in the media, where the average

person is still reflected as white, middle class, and about 30-years-old.

While national identity is based on the features of a specific country -

its culture, traditions, language and politics – while regional identity is

based on smaller intercountry geographical areas (ex. someone could

be from the North or the South of England) or more specific they

could be Glaswegian or Cornish. In many TV programmes, the

juxtaposition of two different national or regional identities can be

used for comedic or dramatic effect. Stereotypical representations

might not always be negative, but they do not give a true image of

what a particular nation or region is like. This can greatly influence a

person's understanding of an area if it is the only representation they

have seen.

Image:

Constance Wu as Jessica 

Huang in the ABC 

television comedy Fresh 

Off the Boat © portrayed 

a stereotypical Asian Tiger 

Mom obsessed with her 

children’s grades.

Active Reading
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Resource One
Activities

1. In film or TV, what is construction when referring to

representation?

a) How a film or TV set is designed and built

b) How a film or TV programme is filmed and edited

c) How a TV or film actor is costumed and made up

2. Which of these is an example of anchorage?

a) The way a character in a TV show speaks

b) A tagline on a film poster

c) A journalist leaving out key facts to put a slant on a news

story

3. If you wanted to represent someone as small or not very

commanding – what type of camera shot would you choose?

a) An eye level shot

b) A low angle shot

c) A high angle shot

4. A positive representation of women in a drama would see them

as…

a) Passive

b) Dependent

c) Active

5. Media representations of 'beauty' are sometimes controversial

because…

a) They present an unrealistic image created with

technological manipulation

b) The person depicted isn’t particularly good looking

c) It would cost too much money to be like the person in the

image

Activities

Critical Thinking
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Resource One
Activities

6. What might change the representation of an event in a magazine

photo?

a) If it is in black and white or colour

b) The wording of the caption used

c) If the photographer used a flash

Activities

Critical Thinking
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Resource One
Further Reading

• Explore What Media Studies at University is Really Like

• Explore What can I do with a Media Studies Degree?

• Explore Media Studies courses at the University of Reading

Explore

• BBC Bitesize GCSE Media Studies

• Image References:

• Booklet image © Canva

• Woman looking at images © Canva

• Token Black © South Park

• Magazine covers © BBC Bitesize GCSE Media Studies

• Constance Wu © Fresh Off The Boat ABC TV

• Angelina Jolie in Tomb Raider © Paramount Pictures

References

https://www.whatuni.com/advice/choosing-a-course/what-a-level-media-studies-is-really-like/47544/
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/careers-advice/what-can-i-do-with-my-degree/media-studies
https://www.ucas.com/explore/related/c283b1b0-f407-0c6f-ca7d-c63b2604f5cc?subject=Media%20studies&studyYear=current&studyLevel=undergraduate


Resource Two
Overview

By the end of this resource, you will be able to:

ü Understand how to use archival materials for research

ü Evaluate historical photos and videos

ü Understand how framing changes perception

ü Identify primary purpose of media source

Objectives

A toolkit for analysing media: Evaluating photos and videosTopic

Media Studies-Close Study Products (CSPs)A-level Modules

1. Read the data source

2. Complete the activities

3. Explore the further reading

Instructions
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Media doesn’t have to be modern. Historical media can often show us

what previous generations thought and felt and they can help to

explain the stereotypes and preconceived notions that people hold

today. While some material can be found online, especially those from

the 1990s onwards, for older material one normally must go to an

archive or library. Archives exist both to preserve historic materials

and to make them available for use. There is a great deal of overlap

between archives and libraries. An archive may have a library as part

of its name, it may be a department within a library or a museum, or

they could be two separate places.

Libraries in towns (public libraries) or universities (academic libraries)

generally store collections of books and/or other print materials

organized and maintained for use. Some may have artwork they

display, while archives can hold both published and unpublished

materials, and those materials can be in any format. Some examples

are manuscripts, letters, photographs, moving image and sound

materials, artwork, books, diaries, artifacts, and their digital

equivalents. Materials in an archives are often unique, specialized, or

rare objects, meaning very few of them exist in the world, or they are

the only ones of their kind.

Since materials in archival collections are unique, the people

(archivists) in charge of caring for those materials strive to preserve

them for use today, and for future generations of researchers, such as

these space suits or an entire castle. Archives have specific guidelines

for how people may use collections to protect the materials from

physical damage and theft, keeping them and their content accessible

for a long time.

Physical material, such as clothing or equipment, and print or media

material like photos and interviews, can be used to contextualize

research, by placing the item within a certain context, like a Roman

helmet or a World War Two tank. They tell a physical or emotional

side of the story.

Museums and national archives or libraries normally have a variety of

materials available, but they tend to be from all over the world.

Regional museums or historical societies are normally specific to a

geographical location and can allow you to research one small area.

When looking at an item, it’s always important to ask Who, What,

Where, When, Why, and How. By trying to find out everything you can

about an item, you also argue for its inclusion in archives so that

future researchers will have access to the same materials.

Resource Two
Data Source

Section A

Types of Archival Materials

Image:

Two very different types 

of archive materials.

Above: Space suits from 

NASA, 2018

Below: Old Supreme 

Burgrave's House, Prague 

Castle, Czech Republic  

2017
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Most history books are based on archival information. For example, if

you read a book about the Battle of the Bulge during World War II,

that book is likely to based on primary source material found in an

archive. Primary sources are sources created during the time period

being examined. For example, a letter written by a British solider to

his wife about his experience at the Battle of the Bulge would be a

primary source.

An original Ministry of Food propaganda poster urging housewives to

save scraps would also be a primary source. Even objects, like a

bronze bust of Churchill or a painting of Lady Astor, would be primary

sources kept in an archive.

Primary sources differ from secondary sources. The book that a

historian is writing about the Battle of the Bulge would be considered

a secondary source. Secondary sources are based on primary sources

and are typically removed from the original time period or original

context. Academic or scientific articles would also be considered

secondary sources.

Here is a list of some of the main questions to think about when you

are working with archival records. Most of these questions can be

applied to a variety of different types of primary sources.

Identification

• What type of material is it?

• Who produced it? Do you know anything about the

author/creator?

• When was it written/produced?

• Why was it written/produced?

Understanding the framing

• Consider the key words and their meaning within the source

• For written sources, what does the font selection convey?

• What points or arguments are made in the source?

• What values or attitudes does the content of the source reflect?

• How does the angle and emphasis of the piece change the

meaning?

• How does the content of the source relate to a given historical

situation?

• Are there any clues about the intended audience for the source?

• How reliable is the source and does it have any limitations?

• How does it relate to other sources from this period? Does it share

the same ideas, attitudes and arguments? How would you explain

any differences between these sources?

Resource Two
Data Source

Section B

Searching Archives

Active Reading

University Ready
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Check out this diary from 1927. What can it tell you about the writer

and the period? Why is it important?

Resource Two
Data Source

Section B

Searching Archives

Image:

Caltrop Diary, 

Personal diary for Ruby 

Smith, 1927

MERL

Active ReadingUniversity Ready
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Historical research often uses physical archival materials such as these

Women’s Land Army boots from the Museum of English Rural Life.

Physical items you can pick up and touch are one such way we learn

about the past, but images are another, sometimes more powerful

source of data. Photographs in particular feel real and objective to us,

because they seem to capture a moment of reality.

Photographs as sources:

Photographs are very useful types of primary sources. This is

especially true for events that occurred before the development of

television or digital technologies. They provide a rare glimpse of a

particular second in time, which will never again be repeated.

As technology advances and editing photos and videos gets easier, it

will be much harder to tell posed or ‘framed’ images apart from real

captured moments in time. It’s a reminder of how critical it is,

especially for young people, to learn how to evaluate the quality of

information they encounter online. Because without looking for

additional context for images we encounter, we risk being duped by

bad actors spreading misinformation, and when the quality and

reliability of our information decreases, the quality and reliability of

our decisions also decreases.

Sometimes those images are unedited, although even then choices

are made--how to frame the image, what to photograph, when and

how to share it. Other times, the images are obviously altered with

bunny ear filters or meme text. Sometimes images are altered in ways

meant to fool us. So how can we decipher what’s real and what’s not?

Just like data or text, image-based evidence can be relevant and

reliable or irrelevant and unreliable. In order to make sense of our

online surroundings it is critical to think carefully about whether

image-based evidence is trustworthy because we’re used to thinking

that “seeing is believing.”

Resource Two
Data Source

Section C

Pictures = 1000 words

Image:

Women’s Land Army 

Boots, © MERL

Image:

Deepfake of Jon Snow 

apologizing for the ending 

of Game of Thrones © 

HBO

Source Analysis

Data Interpretation
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However, what feels very ‘real’ in a photo might not be. More than

150 years ago, Matthew Brady’s iconic Civil War photographs were

often staged, for instance, his assistants would move corpses and

change their postures to maximize the images’ visual power. But while

images have never been as reliable as they seem, this is especially

true in the era of photoshop.

Some framing points to keep in mind when looking at images are:

1. The main subject is what the photographer wanted the audience

to see. (e.g. They wanted them to see dead soldiers on the

battlefield)

2. The composition is how the photographer wanted the audience to

feel about the main subject. (e.g. The image of the dead soldiers

was taken 'close up' and they dominate the photo, so they wanted

the audience to feel confronted by the main subject)

3. The minor subjects may indicate how the photographer wanted

the audience to react to what they see. (e.g. In the background

there are other soldiers walking past the dead in an indifferent

manner. So, the photographer wanted the audience to feel pity

for the dead and motivate them to do something to

commemorate their sacrifice.)

Many of the images from WW2 were sponsored by the Ministry of

War and news agencies like Farmer’s Weekly and Farmer and

Stockbreeder. Both had a purpose in taking images: propaganda. Their

goal was to make people feel safe, proud, and to create a ‘do your

part’ mentality. Many times, the images were staged to get just the

right feeling to come across.

Resource Two
Data Source

Section D

Thinking about Images

Image:

Timothy Gardener’s © 

images of soldiers during 

the Civil War were often 

accredited to Matthew 

Brady, who owned the 

New York Gallery they 

were shown in.

Image:

WLA Muddy Boots, IWM©

Source Analysis

Providing Evidence

University Ready
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Resource Two
Activities

Activities 1. Propaganda Poster analysis

• What is the message of each poster?

• How does each poster convey this message (give examples of the

framing, i.e. the themes, colors, images, fonts, etc.)?

2. Design a poster for a modern job:

• Make sure you have a slogan

• Does your slogan persuade or convince people to apply?

• Make clear why the position is important

• Make clear what the position entails

• Make your poster colourful

On the back of the poster, list the different parts (slogan, colours, etc)

and tell what they represent/why you chose them.

Building an argument
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Resource Two
Activities

Activities 3. When looking at an image, it's important to understand what the

bigger story behind it is. Review the images below regarding the

Women’s Land Army from WWII, then answer the questions.

• Who/what are the main and minor subjects?

• What does the composition tell you?

• What is the image trying to say?

• What clues support or contradict this message?

• What is the image’s purpose?

• Is it successful? Why?
Source Analysis
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Problem 
solving

Resource Two
Further Reading

• Using Archives to Teach Gender, University of Leeds

• Watch CrashCourse Data Literacy 

• Watch CrashCourse Media Literacy 

• Read The Guardian’s How to Spot DeepFakes

• Read more about Timothy Gardner and Civil War photography

• Museum of English Rural Life: Land Girl Exhibit 

• Museum of English Rural Life blog: Breaking the Colour Bar

• Imperial War Museum Photos: Example 1, Example 2, Example 3

Explore

• Museum of English Rural Life

• National Archives

• Imperial War Museum

• Image References:

• WLA on train © Museum of English Rural Life (MERL)

• Space Suits, NASA © Researcher

• Old Supreme Burgrave's House, Czech Republic ©

Researcher

• Caltrop Diary © MERL

• Women's Land Army Boots © MERL, taken by Researcher

• Game of Thrones © HBO

• Civil War Image Antietam © Timothy Gardner

• WLA Muddy Boots © Imperial War Museum

• WLA Propaganda Posters © Imperial War Museum

• WLA black and white images © Imperial War Museum

References

https://gender-archives.leeds.ac.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0H8awA3GBPg&ab_channel=ArizonaStateUniversity
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AD7N-1Mj-DU
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2020/jan/13/what-are-deepfakes-and-how-can-you-spot-them
http://arthistorynewsreport.blogspot.com/2013/03/photography-and-american-civil-war.html
https://merl.reading.ac.uk/event/land-girls/
https://merl.reading.ac.uk/news-and-views/2020/08/breaking-the-colour-bar/
https://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/205024573
https://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/205351268
https://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/205351368


Resource Three
Overview

By the end of this resource, you will be able to:

ü Discuss the ways media can be used to change perceptions

ü Explain what the 50:50 campaign is and its implications for expert

commentary

ü Describe ways Teen Vogue and GQ are changing their platforms to

be more inclusive

Objectives

A new representation of gender in mediaTopic

3.5 Media representation: how and why stereotypes can be used 

positively and negatively

A-level Modules

1. Read the data source

2. Complete the activities

3. Explore the further reading

Instructions
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Close your eyes. Picture a CEO, a president, a Hollywood director, a

top scientist, a head coach, a leading surgeon, a hero, or just a very

strong, healthy, impressive person. Not a specific person but just

someone who would fit these roles or descriptions. What comes to

mind? What does he look like?

I say "he" because there's a good chance that you pictured a white

man. Why? As actress Geena Davis explained, "that's what the media,

entertainment, and advertising have tended to portray. There have

been far fewer opportunities for females and other groups to play

different characters. Instead, the woman has often been the girlfriend

or the wife of the lead character. This was sending a message to

everyone in society that women had less value" And Davis is trying to

change all that with her non-profit organization the Geena Davis

Institute on Gender in Media, the Bentonville Film Festival, and the

#StrengthHasNoGender campaign with the cleaning product company

Brawny throughout Women's History Month.

"What we're trying to do is have media representations better reflect

reality," said Davis.

To understand why such efforts are so important, consider the key

role that media plays in establishing social norms, your identity, your

health, and your well-being. According to a 2002 study published in

Science, by secondary school graduation, you will have on average

spent more time watching television than in school classrooms. That

was nearly two decades ago. Nowadays, with Netflix, Hulu, and other

media platforms more readily available, a survey by Common Sense

Media found that American teens spend an average of 9 hours a day

using media. Remove the time spent asleep and in the bathroom, and

media occupies much more than half of a teen's day. Then add to that

advertising, which has become as ubiquitous as, well advertising.

Thus, it's no surprise that media such as advertising, television, and

movies can substantially affect your health and well-being and change

your life.

Resource Three
Data Source

Section A

A new representation of 

gender

Image

Tu © ad

Active Reading
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March 8th marks International Women’s Day, giving people a chance

to celebrate the social, economic, cultural and political achievements

of women. Historically, people were dismissive about women. That

was partly indicative of the problem – women were firmly placed in

the domestic sphere, talking animatedly about cleaning and

housework or as a sex object. Women are also often shown as the

family nurturer, which is something that men weren’t allowed to be

either. This is a problem for both genders, however, there have been

some real strides in that recently where ads show men in a much

more nurturing role. Possibly the most damaging part are the ads

where women are just there to fill in the background of the scenery.

They don’t tend to be the protagonists, unless it’s for cleaning

products. A man stands for humanity, but ads only tend to show

women if it’s something specifically to do with their gender, like

beauty. Those have been the archetypes, but there are some notable

exceptions that have broken through.

Apple’s 1984 ad is a great example. It was launched for the Apple

Mac, which was the start of the personal computer revolution. It’s

largely based on George Orwell’s dystopian book 1984. It shows a

subdued audience controlled by a man talking to them on a screen.

Suddenly, a female athlete bursts through the door, wearing bright

colours and carrying a hammer. She then smashes into the ‘Big

Brother’ TV screen, thereby heralding the start of personal computer

revolution. Using a female might change perceptions on who

computers are for and their purpose in society.

“If we unstereotype women we might be stereotyping men, and that

is something we don’t want to do. It’s about unstereotyping people

[and] not just defining [them] by gender.”- Aline Santos, SVP, global

marketing, Unilever (5 Oct 2016)

Strategy director at the Advertising Association Karen Fraser said: “It’s

really important not to make suppositions about men or women.

[Young men] put advertising third on the list of how they think about

themselves. It’s incredibly important to recognise the influence that

advertising can have on young people. Misrepresentation limits

relevance, which is what we are all after.”

Resource Three
Data Source

Section B

International Women’s Day 

and This Girl Can Campaign

Images:

This Girl Can © ads

Active Reading
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There’s also no excuse for not representing society as it is today

rather than taking a 1950s view of the world- this also includes age,

disability and race. One example breaking boundaries is Sport

England’s This Girl Can campaign (see images on previous page) which

featured normal women. They weren’t models or celebrities, just

sisters, mothers and daughters out there playing sports and being

active.

Teen Vogue is another great example, which has taken up the mantle

on political debates for a younger audience. A lot of the content is

pro-active, and magazines campaign much more than they used to –

Fashion magazine Grazia went hard on the pay gap, for example, and

had lots of editorial around it. It has extended beyond print too. Red,

Glamour and Marie Claire have awards to celebrate inspiring women.

These awards only seem to get bigger and bigger. It reflects what their

readers are interested in.

Men’s magazines have also changed. GQ, for example, has started

adding in women to its ‘Man of the Year’ awards. They’ve realised

that their readership includes women. And they’re reflecting their

modern male readership – the UN’s ‘He for She’ campaign shows

more men are interested in women’s issues.

Resource Three
Data Source

Section C

Gender stereotyping is 

about people

Images 

Covers of Teen Vogue ©

And GQ ©

Active Reading

https://www.thisgirlcan.co.uk/
https://graziadaily.co.uk/
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News shows typically have little control over the newsmakers

featured in the day’s major stories, but they do control the array of

contributors, experts, and reporters they turn to every day. By zeroing

in on this aspect, the 50:50 campaign hopes to shift the narrative to

efforts on specific, changeable behaviours. In this case, by recording

the gender representation of expert contributors each day and

tracking their progress toward the goal of hitting 50% female : 50%

male monthly.

This is not to say that starting with oneself is easy. There are many

social pressures that can arise; in this case, some employees within

the BBC expressed initial skepticism of a gender diversity initiative

headed up by a white male. However, the 50:50 campaign’s

interviewees noted that the proof was in the numbers, which

continued to balance out, and in the credibility Atkins had when he

spoke about the 50:50 project goals.

Research finds that those who hold a growth mindset toward others

are more likely to confront specific instances of bias and are more

open to discussing inequality generally. The 50:50 project solely acts

on gender representation. It will not solve the problem of gender

equality more broadly. But it shows that change can result from

embracing a growth mindset, providing a simple and tangible tool for

achieving change without mandating it, and giving colleagues agency

and ownership over the process.

Resource Three
Data Source

Section D

Case study: 

50:50 women as experts

Image 

UNESCO © Women in 

media, Bangkok

Providing Evidence

Building an argument
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Resource Three
Data Source

Image

Male vs. Female 

representation in news, 

InformedOpinion ©
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Resource Three
Activities

Activities Vintage ads reimagined

CNN published an article showcasing what vintage beauty ads might

have looked like if they’d portrayed inclusive models. Below you will

find two examples. https://edition.cnn.com/style/article/prim-n-

poppin-photo-series/index.html

1. Think about what the ads are trying to say. What are the benefits of

inclusive advertising and what are the concerns? What stereotypes

are being portrayed?

2. Write up your list as well as a listing of the different framing

techniques shown (type font, colour selection, angles, etc.); refer back

to Resource Two, Sections B and D.

3. Now design your own ad for a beauty or skincare product

showcasing diversity. What did you include and why? What did you

leave out? Who is your audience?

Write up and present your final advert.

Independent Research

Critical Thinking

Creativity 

https://edition.cnn.com/style/article/prim-n-poppin-photo-series/index.html
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Problem 
solving

Resource Three
Further Reading

• Explore the Expert Women Project, University of London 

• Read the Gender Gap Tracker, Informed Opinion

• Explore the 50:50 project

• Read the Vogue challenge for representation in fashion

• Read How media continues to reinforce gender stereotypes

• Think about why representation in the media matters to minorities

• Student opinion

• Forbes article

• Disability access

• Women in media data

Explore

• Image References:

• Party © Canva

• Ad © Tu

• Ads © This Girl Can

• Smart Girls Speak Up cover © Teen Vogue

• Emma Watson Men of the Year cover © GQ

• Women in Media © UNESCO

• Male vs. Female representation in the news graphs © 

InformedOpinion

• Vintage Beauty Ads © CNN

References

https://expertwomenproject.com/
https://gendergaptracker.informedopinions.org/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/5050
http://moroccanladies.com/fashion-news/vogue-challenge-addresses-lack-representation-fashion-media-32582
https://thefemalescientist.com/article/madhushri-mudke/2662/how-media-continues-to-perpetuate-gender-stereotypes/
https://studentedge.org/article/real-hidden-figures-why-representation-in-the-media-matters-to-minorities
https://www.forbes.com/sites/quora/2019/05/22/why-is-equal-representation-in-media-important/?sh=3fcbf0362a84
https://rootedinrights.org/an-open-letter-to-hollywood-inauthentic-representation-of-disability-isnt-representation-at-all/
https://www.theguardian.com/news/datablog/2012/sep/07/gender-media-best-data-available
https://bangkok.unesco.org/content/media-and-communication-trainings-experts-database-%E2%80%9Cwomen-make-news-%E2%80%93-thailand%E2%80%9D-unesco
https://edition.cnn.com/style/article/prim-n-poppin-photo-series/index.html


Resource Four
Overview

By the end of this resource, you will be able to:

ü Explain the following Theories of representation:

ü Stuart Hall’s Representation Theory

ü Positive and negative stereotypes

ü Misrepresentation

ü Selective representation

Objectives

I kick balls: positive role models and inclusivity in mediaTopic

Media Studies 3.5 Media RepresentationA-level Modules

1. Read the data source

2. Complete the activities

3. Explore the further reading

Instructions
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British Cultural Studies first emerged in England in the late 1950s

against a backdrop of mass communication, popular culture and

technological change. As an interdisciplinary field, it focused on the

interplay between culture, power and society. Stuart Hall, alongside

his colleagues Richard Hoggart and Raymond Williams, played a

seminal role in shaping the burgeoning field.

Born in colonial Jamaica in 1932, Hall spent his early years in the West

Indies. After winning a scholarship to pursue English at the University

of Oxford, he relocated to England at a time when xenophobia, racial

prejudices and classism permeated the British media.

Disturbed by the manipulative nature of these broadcasts and

inspired by reception theory in literary criticism, which emphasises

the centrality of the reader in interpreting literary texts, Hall devised

his famous Encoding/Decoding Model of Communication.
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Data Source
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Representation is not about whether the media reflects or distorts

reality (as this implies that there can be one ‘true’ meaning), but the

many meanings a representation can generate. Meaning is

constituted by representation, by what is present, what is absent, and

what is different. Thus, meaning can be contested.

A representation implicates the audience in creating its meaning.

Power – through ideology or by stereotyping – tries to fix the meaning

of a representation in a ‘preferred meaning’. To create deliberate

anti-stereotypes is still to attempt to fix the meaning (albeit in a

different way). A more effective strategy is to go inside the stereotype

and open it up from within, to deconstruct the work of

representation.

The encoding process relies on three key factors:

• Frameworks of knowledge: ideologies, reference points and meta-

narratives

• Relations of production: social relationships underpinned by power

structures

• Technical infrastructure: the medium via which the message is

delivered

Decoding a message relies on the same toolkit. However, inherent

differences between people’s social, economic and political

experiences can cause a single message to produce multiple

meanings.
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Role models can be a powerful force for social learning. They can

affect the way people view themselves and the world around them,

and ultimately affect their decisions about how to conduct their lives.

Role models influence the attitudes and behaviors of both children

and adults in a variety of ways. The legal scholar Anita L. Allen

distinguishes three potential attributes of a role model: “(1) an ethical

template for the exercise of adult responsibilities; (2) a symbol of

special achievement; and (3) a nurturer providing special educational

services”.

Allen was focusing on a role model justification for affirmative action

in the hiring of law school professors, but her thoughtful delineation

of the general effects of role models extends beyond that context. As

an ethical template, a role model demonstrates to others how they’re

supposed to conduct themselves in a particular role. For example, to

exemplify appropriate professional conduct to her students, a teacher

should show up for work on time, dress appropriately, treat others

with respect, and the like. As a symbol of special achievement, a role

model shows younger people that they can accomplish their own

goals. In this instance, having a teacher who’s of the same race and/or

gender as the student helps make that connection stronger. A

nurturer has an even closer connection to the student, perhaps

becoming more like a mentor.

Media exposure doesn’t just impart information to viewers—it can

also change individual attitudes and preferences. It can do so by either

glamorising or, alternatively, vilifying or mocking an activity; or by

associating an activity with an admired or maligned media character.

For instance, viewers might know that smoking is bad for their health

but seeing a popular TV character quit smoking might make quitting

more desirable. Of course, negative messages can also come through

media exposure. If a popular TV character is seen doing something

generally considered antisocial or something frowned upon—like

abusing narcotics—that too can sway viewers to endorse or adopt the

observed behavior. The economists Stefano DellaVigna and Matthew

Gentzkow refer these attributes as “persuasion effects” in media.
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1. Adele

After being snubbed by fashion designer Karl Lagerfeld for being “a

little too fat”, Adele told People magazine: “I’ve never wanted to look

like models on the cover of magazines. I represent the majority of

women and I’m very proud of that.” She proves that talent is far more

important than how you look and tries not to take criticism of her

body to heart.

“There’s only one of you, so why would you want to look like anyone

else? Why would you want to have the same hairstyle as everyone

else and have the same opinions as everybody else?”

2. Dr Ranj

CBeebies’ Dr Ranj Singh fronted #ThisBoyTalks campaign last year,

which encouraged young men to discuss issues related to body image.

He has spoken out about the pressure put on men to conform to a

specific body type, and revealed that he has previously considered

liposuction. Despite his personal insecurities, Dr Ranj stripped off for

the Boys’ Biggest Conversation video, to highlight the photoshopping

that occurs in the fashion industry, as well as Loose Women’s Body

Stories campaign for male body confidence.
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3. Harnaam Kaur

At 12, Harnaam Kaur was diagnosed with polycystic ovary syndrome,

which caused her to grow facial hair. Despite suffering years of

bullying, she has had a full beard since she was 16 and has been

challenging beauty norms and gender stereotypes as a body positivity

advocate, anti-bullying activist and Instagram superstar.

4. Karamo Brown

Karamo Brown, the culture expert on the Netflix reboot of Queer Eye

for the Straight Guy, focuses his work on removing a lot of the toxic

behaviors of toxic masculinity. Many of the men featured on Queer

Eye struggle with aspects of masculinity in their lives: whether it is

their discomfort around gay men, or inability to emotionally

vulnerable with their partners, Brown takes the lead in introducing

these men to new, healthier lives. “What I’ve noticed most is that the

majority of the men—whether they’re of color, or white, or trans—

need people in their lives who are empathetic listeners. If you can

listen to someone empathetically without feeling as if you need to

solve their problems, but allowing them instead the space just to

share, well, that’s really a key step to giving men a space to feel and to

be without the pressures of society.”
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5. Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson

Immediately, Johnson looks like a hulking mass of protein shakes and

pumping iron, but there’s always been more beneath the surface

when it comes to the Rock. During the press tour for his film

Rampage, Johnson opened up about his struggles with depression.

“The key that I found, the revelation [is] for us to be okay in

embracing [it]. Especially us as guys, as men. There’s just a DNA,

there’s a wiring in us and a constitution that oftentimes doesn’t let us

talk about if we’re scared or vulnerable or things like that.” Dwayne

pushes back on the narrative that men need to suffer in silence

because it is the masculine thing to do. Men do not, and should not

have to struggle with their mental health alone, and Johnson is an

example for men around the world on how to start those

conversations.

6. Kelly Knox

Born without a left forearm, British fashion model Kelly Knox never

saw herself as disabled. She believes passionately in empowering

young disabled people to celebrate who they are and campaigns for

equal representation of all body types in the media. In 2016 Kelly co-

founded Diversity Not Disability to promote equal opportunities for

models with disabilities.
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Recent trends in storytelling indicate that we’re no longer settling for

simple variations of stories of the same personas’ lives. Independent

media outlets like YouTube, Soundcloud, and Medium have opened

doors for the expression of diverging opinions and little-known stories

featuring unfamiliar characters. These outlets aren’t just popular

among artists, but also among their audiences, specifically younger

generations. Millennials prefer YouTube 2x more than television and

37 percent of the coveted 18-34 demographic are binge-watching on

YouTube.

Some mainstream media sources have caught on, and in the coming

years, we’re expecting the media to provide even more

representation of varying cultures and communities — and not just

within the UK, but across the world. We’re seeing more range in the

people represented by characters in box office hits, more diversity in

roles for shows and movies produced by streaming services, and even

more range in the types of characters and cultures represented in

national bestsellers. Some movies of note include "Black Panther,"

"Crazy Rich Asians," "To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before," and "The

Hate U Give."
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These trends toward more authenticity and inclusivity have

seamlessly made their way into Storyblocks’ creative community.

Reviewing search trends from 2018, we see an increase in searches

related to diversity. On Storyblocks Video, searches for “African” are

up 176 percent, “elderly” are up 121 percent, “Islamic” are up 185

percent, and “Asian” are up 49 percent, and that’s not even including

more specific searches related to these groups and others. On

Storyblocks Audio, searches for “Japanese,” “Arabic Instrumental,”

and “African Vocal” among many similar searches are all up by more

than 100 percent from 2017.

Gen Z, in particular, refuse to settle for the status quo — and they

represent about 25 percent of the population. Being truly inclusive on

social media means finding ways to make content both physically

accessible and visibly diverse. People want access to content, and they

want to see themselves represented in it. It’s what Gen Z expects of

brands they support, and they won’t accept anything less. This is the

new direction for diversity in content – incorporating representation

and accessibility, and including all voices in the community.
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Resource Four
Activities

Look at the images of the previous Prime Minister below:

1. How have the papers attempted to fix different meanings and

how does this reveal their bias (political, gender)?

Consider UKIP’s infamous election campaign poster published in 2016,

depicting endless rows of immigrants with the caption ‘Breaking Point’

plastered across it.

Activities

Critical Thinking

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2016/jun/16/nigel-farage-defends-ukip-breaking-point-poster-queue-of-migrants
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Resource Four
Activities

2. What do you think was the original intent behind the poster? Was

this met, how or why not? Explain which of the following best fits

for you: Strongly agree (dominant-hegemonic position), Strongly

disagree (oppositional position), or Partially agree (negotiated

position) and why? How do you think others felt seeing it and

why?

3. Consider the six example role models. List descriptive personality

words about each of them, then create a word cloud with these

personality adjectives or characteristics. Work in pairs or small

groups to discuss if there are similarities between the different

role models. What are they?

Example word cloud:

Activities

Critical Thinking

Problem Solving
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Resource Four
Activities

4. Now think about the people in your life. Family, friends, teachers,

members of social or religious groups you are a part of. Is there

anyone you look up to or feel have similar traits? Write a short essay

about them and why they make a good role model. Then think of

yourself, what traits do you have or can work on to make you a good

role model? How do the three groups (the examples, your selection,

and yourself) compare? Where are your strengths and weaknesses

and how could you become a better role model for other students?

5. Read the Guardian article on Colonel Dame Kelly Holmes. Have you

come across an ad or show where you felt misrepresented? How did it

make you feel, what kinds of bias did it include? How could the media

have better represented you? Why do you think it was framed in this

way originally? Free-write your ideas and thoughts.

Activities

Image:

Colonel Dame Kelly Holmes, 

© Audacity

Critical Thinking

Problem Solving

https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2019/mar/13/kelly-holmes-mental-health-happiness-self-harming-podcast-interview
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Problem 
solving

Resource Four
Further Reading

1. Smeesters and Mandel (2006) Positive and Negative Media Image 

Effects on the Self

2. Sarah C. Gomillion MS & Traci A. Giuliano PhD (2011) The 

Influence of Media Role Models on Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual 

Identity, Journal of Homosexuality

3. Hattenstone, Simon. (2019) Kelly Holmes on mental health and 

happiness: ‘I’ve been to the lowest point and the highest’, The 

Guardian.

Explore

• Leanord, TJ. (2019) The Need for Authenticity and Inclusivity in the 

Media, Fstoppers, https://fstoppers.com/business/need-

authenticity-and-inclusivity-media-327263

• Kearney and Levine (2020) Role Models, Mentors, and Media 

Influences, The Future of Children, 30 (1),  

https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1262726.pdf
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The idea of a natural-born leader is a bit of a myth, and it’s possible

for anyone to become a leader... or at least more leader-like. A good

manager has to have good leadership skills. A leader can be anyone

who works well with others and inspires them to achieve their goals.

An effective leader creates a positive and productive environment,

while an ineffective leader creates a negative environment with a lot

of tension.

Leaders have 7 core skills: forming strong relationships, making

effective decisions, coordinating teamwork, communicating well,

being ethical, motivating others, and providing direction.

Basically, they help bring people together to accomplish things that

nobody can do alone! There are lots of different leadership styles, so

you can pick what works best for you and switch it up in different

situations. Similar to how you wouldn’t deal with a difficult customer

the same way you’d pitch a new client.

Studies of CEOs show that economic or business goals tend to drive

management styles. The entrepreneur is typically focused on

efficiency and profits; financial managers on expansion and profit

growth; instrumental CEOs on their economic security; and personal

fulfilment CEOs who run a business because they enjoy it, regardless

of the profits made. Women CEOs tend to juggle familial

responsibilities along with the business; splitting their attention

effects their leadership style as does if they came from an

entrepreneurial family and if they had access to a mentor.

Contingency theorists Robert Tannenbaum and Warren Schmidt

identified seven leadership styles that run in a continuum. The

"contingency" approach argues that your leadership style should be

based on the particular situation or circumstances you're facing, and

not on your personal preferences.
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Types of Leaders:

Commanding leaders live by a “do what I tell you” philosophy. They’re

forceful, blunt and straightforward, like a military commander

shouting at their troops. This style is good for getting things done fast

or when someone really isn’t listening but using commands too much

can make people frustrated. When it’s warranted, some commanding

leaders are effective. But it can be associated with bad leadership.

Visionary leaders give general guidelines and set broad goals, but they

basically let people find their own path. They’re the “come with me”

leader. This style is great if your team thrives without much direction.

But if you’re less experienced than the rest of your team, you could be

perceived as too idealistic.

Affiliative leaders focus more on relationships. They’re the “people

come first” leaders, who try to solve conflicts by accommodating and

making people happy. This style can help us feel supported and

motivated… but it can also come at a price. If people are placed too

highly above performance, some people may start slacking off.

Democratic leaders are most likely to ask, “what do you think?” They

want to build an environment where people are involved in making

decisions and most everyone agrees with each decision. This style can

make sure decisions are fair, but it can also make them slow. If a

meeting is already taking an hour, we do not need a sharing stick. We

need a fast decision!

You know the phrase “do as I say not as I do?” Well, Pacesetting

leaders want you to “do as I do, now.” They’re more likely to set a

highly ambitious goal and adhere to their own high standards. This

style can work well for a team of highly motivated people or

overachievers, but perfect is the enemy of good. And it can be

exhausting to keep up with a pacesetting leader.

But Coaching leaders, like every (American) pee-wee football coach,

are all about providing support, offering advice, and helping people

change and grow. They’re likely to say, “try this.” This style of

guidance is usually helpful, unless the team is super experienced and

just wants to get work done without a lot of input.
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The absolute best way to become a better leader is to practice. Good

leadership essentially boils down to:

Treat others as you want to be treated -- and listen to how they want

to be treated, because you are different people!

By now you should have a bit of an idea of the type of leader you

might be (or at least prefer), but what happens when you recruit a

new team member? Let’s say you are running a school project or

sporting group, what's your priority? Is it to focus on tasks by

explaining the first year's objectives to him or her? Or, do you spend

time understanding their strengths and interests so you can give them

tasks that they'll enjoy?

No one leadership style is best for all situations, but it's useful to

understand what your natural approach is, so you can develop skills

that you may be missing. It's unwise to neglect either tasks or people.

But, equally, a compromise between the two approaches will likely

result in only average team performance, because you neither meet

people's needs nor inspire excellent performance.

The Blake Mouton Managerial Grid (also known as the Managerial

Grid or Leadership Grid) was developed in the early 1960s by

management theorists Robert Blake and Jane Mouton. It plots a

manager's or leader's degree of task-centeredness versus his/her

person-centeredness, and identifies five different combinations of the

two and the leadership styles they produce.

Concern for People: this is the degree to which a leader considers

team members' needs, interests and areas of personal development

when deciding how best to accomplish a task.

Concern for Results: this is the degree to which a leader emphasizes

concrete objectives, organizational efficiency and high productivity

when deciding how best to accomplish a task.

The model proposes that, when concern for both people and results

are high, employee engagement and productivity will likely be

excellent.
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Team Management – High Production/High People

According to the Blake Mouton model, Team management is the most

effective leadership style. It reflects a leader who is passionate about

his work and who does the best he can for the people he works with.

Team or "sound" managers commit to their organization's goals and

mission, motivate the people who report to them, and work hard to

get people to stretch themselves to deliver great results. But, at the

same time, they're inspiring figures who look after their teams.

Someone led by a Team manager feels respected and empowered and

is committed to achieving their goals.

Blake and his colleagues added two more leadership styles after

Mouton's death in 1987, although neither appears on the grid itself.

Paternalistic Management: A Paternalistic manager will jump

between the Country Club and Produce-or-Perish styles. This type of

leader can be supportive and encouraging but will also guard his or

her own position – and paternalistic managers don't appreciate

anyone questioning the way they think.

Opportunistic Management: This doesn't appear on the grid because

this style can show up anywhere within it. Opportunistic managers

place their own needs first, shifting around the grid to adopt

whichever style will benefit them. They will manipulate and take

advantage of others to get what they want.
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While they share the same responsibilities in any given leadership

role, researchers have found that in all the areas that really set

leaders apart like how helpful, supportive and personally engaged

they are, male and female leaders have two distinctly different

leadership styles that shape how they run their teams.

The Characteristics of a Female Leader

While the list below is not exhaustive, it is a good starting point for a

description of leadership tendencies generally associated with women

in the workplace:

Task-focused – Female leaders tend to be extremely focused on

completing a task assigned, which helps an organization run properly,

however, employees may not understand the context of why the task

is important to the organization from a strategic perspective.

Transformational – A number of studies have noted that women have

a transformational style of leadership. “Transformational leaders

establish themselves as role models by gaining followers’ trust and

confidence....Such leaders mentor and empower followers, encourage

them to develop their full potential and….contribute more effectively

to their organizations”.

Prefer Flat Organizational Structures –This type of leadership style is

necessary for creating a new product or service that requires tight

integration amongst team members. At the same time, a flat

organizational structure does not take into consideration the

experience and knowledge associated with a more seasoned

manager. There is a chance a key component is overlooked because a

lower level employee does not have the experience or knowledge

necessary to identify a key step in the process.

Promote Cooperation and Collaboration – Cooperation and

collaboration is important for managing a large or a geographically

dispersed team. On the other hand, if members of the team are

unclear of roles and responsibilities, there is a chance for redundant

work.
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The Characteristics of a Female Leaders – continued

Indirect Communication – Often times women indirectly communicate

their expectations of a given task and allow more latitude in

accomplishing a goal. On the one hand, this can allow a team member

to use his/her knowledge and experience to complete a given task.

Conversely, this can be a drawback if a team or department requires a

leader who needs to have frank conversations with team members

Mentoring and Training Others – Everyone could use a good mentor

and training to upgrade their current knowledge, skills, and abilities.

Beyond upgrading a skill set, mentoring and training a direct report is

important for ensuring coverage amongst team members, especially if

an associate is out sick or is busy with another assignment. One

drawback to this style is a lack of urgency surrounding the training.

Instead of seeing your leader as an authority figure, it's possible

leaders may not be able to separate business decisions from personal

relationships.

The Characteristics of Male Leaders

Men, on the other hand, tend to have the following, generalized,

characteristics associated with their leadership styles.

Transactional–A transactional leadership style is one in which job

performance is more like a series of transactions to be rewarded or

disciplined. A leader establishes give-and-take relationships that

appeal to subordinates’ self-interests. Such leaders manage in the

conventional manner of clarifying job responsibilities while either

rewarding or correcting employees for meeting or failing to meet

objectives.

Prefer Hierarchical Structure – Men tend to prefer a hierarchical

leadership structure because it allows for easier role clarity and

delegation of authority. A disadvantage of a hierarchical structure is

employees not taking enough initiative to solve a problem. Instead,

the employee defers to a higher level of senior management to make

a decision. This delay in making a decision can prove costly to an

organization needing to make rapid decisions.
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The Characteristics of Male Leaders - continued

Focus on Performance – Focusing on doing one’s best is what all

organizations strive for. This constant drive to outperform other team

members could have a negative impact on an organization or team

because resources and knowledge aren’t being shared across the

organization or in it’s potential to create competition.

Like to Create Competition – A little competition amongst team

members or departments is a good thing for an organization. Various

well-known leaders, like Steve Jobs, have been known to set up

competitions amongst divisions or departments with good results

ensuing. One drawback is creating an overly competitive company

culture where sources or ideas are not shared across your

organization. An organization faces enough pressure from outside

competitors it makes little sense to create another strain on staff by

creating an overly competitive company culture.

Direct Communication – A direct communication style is where a

leader clarifies employee responsibilities and provides precise

instruction for what they are looking for. Further, this can also mean

having open discussions about performance – whether it has been

good or needs improvement. While this gets rid of uncertainty, a team

member’s unwillingness to listen to the assessment of their

performance could become a problem in the long run and cause

problems with team morale.

Overall, understanding both your team and yourself as a leader will

assist in deciding your style and just because a specific style is

favoured by one gender over the other, does not mean that YOU have

to follow the same pattern. Like all things, understanding is half the

battle, the other half is implementing the best course of action for

your specific needs. Keep in mind that some people need more direct

attention than others, so how you relate to one employee will

probably be different than another employee. People also grow and

develop and some days might require more understanding and

compassion than others simply due to whatever is occurring in the

person’s life outside of work. Understanding and adapting is the best

type of leadership skill and the hardest to master.

Resource Five
Data Source

Section E

Male vs. Female leadership 

styles. Excerpt Helios HR

Deep Dive
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Resource Five
Activities

1. Take the What is your Leadership style? quiz by MindTools online,

then discuss whether you agree or disagree with the results. Write

up a 1-page SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and

Threats) report on your leadership style and ideas on how to

mitigate weaknesses and threats. A SWOT report is useful in

understanding all the aspects of a topic.

For ex. Visionary Leader

• Strengths- Big picture thinker

• Weaknesses- Hard to give personal direction or assistance

to less knowledgeable members

• Opportunities- Sees connections with other activities or

topics (such as conferences, marketing potentials, etc)

• Threats- Over achieving without milestones in place to

keep everyone on track

2. What type of Leadership style:

a. Involves setting goals and letting employees work at their

own pace?

b. Is considered highly authoritative and almost militaristic?

c. Is all about relationships?

3. Imagine you are a transformational-style farm manager and that

you have a brand-new employee who has never worked on a

farm before and you want them to plant a field of corn. How

would you explain their job? Give concrete examples.

Activities

Critical Thinking

Creativity 

Building an argument

https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/leadership-style-quiz.htm
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Resource Five
Activities

4. One of the big questions is how to get more women involved in

leadership positions. Brainstorm some ways that women could

become more involved in leadership roles in an industry (ex.

Agriculture) in the UK on a mind map. A mind map is a way to

group different topics together visually. The key topic goes in the

center and all your ideas go around it. Similar topics get grouped

together to make it easier to see themes. See the image below for

an example. Here our key topic is in dark blue, with the themes of

Networking, Media, and Mentoring next to it. Mentoring has

additional examples of internships and farm stays-basically

dividing the topic up into opportunities for adults and those for

children.

• Now you try. Create a mind map and work with a partner to

discuss your ideas. What themes did you come up with and

why do you think they would work?

Activities

Figure:

Example Female 

Agricultural Leadership 

Mind Map

Critical Thinking

Creativity 

Building an argument
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Problem 
solving

Resource Five
Further Reading

• Agerholm, H. (21/8/2019) BBC News, ‘Men have always taken the 

glory': Why more women are becoming farmers. 

• Male vs Female Leadership styles ,Helios HR

• Scottish Government  (9/6/2017) Women Leaders in Agriculture: a 

Scottish Narrative Excerpt from Women in Farming and the 

Agriculture Sector.

• Read Top 10 qualities of a great leader

• Read Women CEOs: Why companies in crisis hire minorities - and 

then fire them

Explore

• Brawner, Shelby R. Leadership Attainment of 14 Women in 

Agriculture: A Qualitative Study, 2016. 

• Male vs Female Leadership styles ,Helios HR

• Image References:

• Great women in US Ag © AgDaily.com

• Female Farmers © ModernFarmer.com

• Blake Mouton Managerial Grid © The Leadership Grid

• Example Female Agricultural Leadership Mind Map © 

Researcher

References

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-49322620
https://www.helioshr.com/blog/2015/06/a-review-of-gender-leadership-styles-common-traits-in-men-vs-women/
https://online.champlain.edu/blog/top-qualities-of-a-great-leader
https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2014/aug/05/fortune-500-companies-crisis-woman-ceo-yahoo-xerox-jc-penny-economy
https://trace.tennessee.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=5530&context=utk_gradthes
https://www.helioshr.com/blog/2015/06/a-review-of-gender-leadership-styles-common-traits-in-men-vs-women/
https://www.agdaily.com/features/great-women-in-agriculture-groups-in-the-u-s/
https://modernfarmer.com/2014/05/picturing-women-farmers/


Resource Six
Overview

By the end of this resource, you will be able to:

ü Explain how audiences position themselves through preferred,

negotiated and oppositional readings of a media product (or

products)

ü Use the case study to explain how different audiences relate to

characters based on Stuart Hall’s positioning theory

Objectives

Case Study: The Fantastic Masculinity of Newt ScamanderTopic

3.1 Close Study Products (CSPs)A-level Modules

1. Read the data source

2. Complete the activities

3. Explore the further reading

Instructions
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Calling a story ‘good’ can reveal our tastes and point to our values and

assumptions as well. It may also reflect who we are and who we are

talking to. We might, for example, be less inclined to tell our boss

about our love of Big Brother than our friends, and more inclined to

share an interest in tales of feminist triumph with some colleagues

than others.

We have different aspects to our personalities and to our social and

professional networks. We don’t all like the same things and we don’t

all take things in the same way. In other words, we’re all different,

and because of this, we view the world differently.

Stuart Hall realized this and explained that these differences show up

in three kinds of understand of a text (or media). He called them

dominant, oppositional and negotiated:

• In the dominant reading of a text, readers accept what is encoded

without question and thus reinforce its ideological or preferred

meaning. Another words, they agree completely with the text.

• In the oppositional reading of a text, readers reject the dominant

reading which is apparent but unacceptable to them owing to their

social situation and decode the text accordingly. Basically, you

disagree completely and would never do the same thing regardless

and can’t understand why the character did it to begin with. In

these types of books or movies, the viewer may stop reading or

walk out partially through the media because you just can’t accept

what is happening.

• In the negotiated reading, both the dominant and oppositional

readings hold their appeals and decoding sits with and against the

preferred reading. So, you might understand why a character does

something, but you wouldn’t do it yourself if you were in the same

situation.

Resource Six
Data Source

Section A

Stuart Hall’s 

Positioning Theory

Active Reading

Deep Dive
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The dominant reading of the Harry Potter film franchise sees the

central character as a hero-figure, who overcomes childhood trauma

and abuse, to become the saviour of the fantasy world of magic (and

also save the non-magical, “muggle” world of the viewer). In the films

the preferred reading presents the audience with clear good (in the

form of Harry and his friends) and evil (in the form of Voldemort and

his associates – such as the Malfoy family).

Negotiated readings of the film include seeing the movie franchise as

a set of metaphors for the struggle against real-world problems as

Harry’s talents are unknown to him at the start and he struggles until

they are recognised and he is given a chance to develop them.

Oppositional readings, on the other hand, could note that regardless

of the reader’s viewpoints, “The Wizarding World” is quite prejudiced.

The world is divided up into different groups in fixed ways

(magical/muggle for example and different houses at school are

chosen by a talking hat with which there is no process of appeal). This

means that it obeys the same logic as racism where mixing of groups

is regarded as problematic (“mud-blood” – a term regarding mixed

heritage is banded about as an insult).

The only major muggle character is Hermione Granger who has to

wipe her parent’s memories of her existence and leave home forever

in order to take her rightful position in the narrative. The films also

privilege ideas about class. Harry is only accepted at Hogwarts due to

the status of his dead parents and is continually told that he is special

and has a great future, which undermines ideals where excellence is

rewarded, and everyone is capable of excelling if they work hard

enough.

Overall, the film franchise is much more backward-looking than would

be acceptable in a non-fantasy media.

Resource Six
Data Source

Section B

Positioning Theory in 

Harry Potter

*SPOILER WARNINGS!*

Image:

Harry Potter poster © 

Warner Brothers

Active Reading

Deep Dive
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Newt Scamander, on the other hand, (protagonist of Fantastic Beasts

And Where To Find Them) is, according to Pop Culture Detective, an

unconventional male hero. The kind of character typical relegated to

sidekick status. He performs an atypical form of masculinity, especially

for the lead in a fantasy adventure story. His is a quiet, vulnerable, yet

confident form of manhood.

Newt’s character is largely defined by his extraordinary ability to

connect empathetically with magical creatures and by his relative

inability to connect with other human beings. Newt is a Magizoologist,

essentially he’s an expert in the care of magical creatures. His life’s

work, his passion, is studying, nurturing and protecting these fantastic

beasts, then writing textbooks in an effort to foster understanding and

compassion for their plight by simply paying attention to them and

their needs when others don’t.

He is strongly opposed to segregation, discrimination and injustice

against the marginalized. As evidenced by his disgust at the way

American wizards treat non-magical people.

Quote: Fantastic Beasts (2016)

“Mr. Scamander, do you know anything about the Wizarding

community in America?”

“I do know a few things actually. I know that you have rather

backwards laws about relations with non-magical people. That you’re

not meant to befriend them, that you can’t marry them, which seems

mildly absurd to me.”

Resource Six
Data Source

Section C

From Harry Potter to 

Newt Scamander

*SPOILER WARNING*

(excerpt from Pop Culture 

Detective)

Image:

Newt Scamander © 

Warner Brothers

Active Reading

Deep Dive
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This type of quiet sensitive masculinity is so out of the ordinary for a

leading man that it wasn’t terribly surprising to see a number of movie

reviewers turned off by his character.

The New York Post said Newt was “not a very engaging lead.” MTV

said he lacks “depth,” “soul,” and a “coherent personality.” The

Village Voice went so far as to say he seemed “physically ill” much of

the time. Slate felt he was “a little boring.” Both Slate and The NEW

Republic lamented that the character “tamped down” Eddie

Redmayne’s charisma. The NEW Republic also expressed shock at his

leading man status saying he’s so “good-hearted, simple and

nondescript that it’s sort of crazy that he’s going to be the

centerpiece” of a five-film franchise.

We, as movie going audiences, seem to have been conditioned to

expect a certain type of masculine performance from male characters

in sci-fi or fantasy movies. We expect leading men who are, or learn to

be, autonomous, brazen and physically strong. Or at least men who

are witty, boisterous and charismatic. Preferably all of the above.

Resource Six
Data Source

Section D

Audience Framing vs. 

Reviewer Reception

*SPOILER WARNING*

(excerpt from Pop Culture 

Detective)

Image:

Media coverage of FB © 

New York Post

Building an argument

Providing Evidence
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It’s practically required for male heroes to hide their vulnerability.

We’ve learned to easily forgive arrogance and aggression in men but

to take exception to presentations of humility or sensitivity. We’re

accustomed to seeing men who are quick to violence and slow to

diplomacy.

Newt is a significant departure from this trend. His version of

manhood doesn’t stem from physical strength, or combat skills, or

feats of daring do, or even from pre-ordained mystic destiny like so

many other male heroes.

He’s sincere, nurturing, emotional, and sensitive. And critically that

sensitivity is framed as a strength rather than a weakness. When men

in our culture express this kind of vulnerability they’re often labeled

“weak” because nurturing and sensitivity are stereotypically

associated with women and femininity. By framing these attributes as

positive and heroic aspects of a male adventure hero, it goes a long

way to challenging regressive gender expectations.

Now in order for us to understand just how revolutionary Newt’s

performance of masculinity is, it’s useful to talk a little bit more about

all the things he is not. Newt is a British wizard who attended

Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, but Newt is not Harry

Potter. He’s a Hufflepuff, the house characterized by friendship, hard

work, and humility. Hufflepuffs are said to be more down-to earth and

much less competitive than the other three Wizarding houses.

Harry Potter, on the other hand, was sorted into Gryffindor. The

house known for daring, nerve, chivalry, and prone to a fair bit of

showing off. As such, Harry fits neatly into the pantheon of traditional

Hollywood heroes. His is the archetypal hero’s journey.

Unlike Potter, Newt doesn’t possess super powered magic, nor is he

plagued with self doubt about his abilities or his place in the magical

world. He’s an adult, already comfortable with himself and confident

in his wizarding skills, even if he remains uncomfortable around

others.

Resource Six
Data Source

Section D

Framing, inclusion 

and identity

*SPOILER WARNING*

(excerpt from Pop Culture 

Detective) 

Image:

Newt vs Harry © Warner 

Brothers, located at Favim

Building an argument
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There is an argument to be made that Newt exhibits the characteristic

of someone on the autism spectrum. He’s awkward in social settings.

He doesn’t like being touched. He feels intense empathy for others

but has trouble connecting to people and making friends. Careful

viewers will also notice his aversion to direct eye contact. The film’s

narrative never confirms this hypothesis one way or the other and

leaves the decision up to the viewer.

Newt does learn and grow over the course of his adventure but it’s a

subtle more interpersonal growth. He learns to make friends and to

trust them. Rather than besting his foe in an epic magical duel, Newt

approaches the conflict with an eye for de-escalation. Of course, in

the end the malevolent force is vanquished but it’s not done by

Newt’s hand. Even more surprising is that this triumph over evil isn’t

shown to be a cause for celebration, it is instead framed as a

melancholy event. Melancholy because our heroes failed to save the

monster, something unique to many fantasy movies.

It is important to remember that while an audience will have lots in

common, they will also have lots that separate them. One cannot

assume that they all will, or should, be watching and interpreting a

piece of media in the same way. Indeed, thinking about a piece of

media in terms of its potential dominant or resistance readings will

help define one’s understanding of narrative authority and encoding

practices and will create better, more engaging media, be it an ad, a

book or a movie. By choosing specific types of framing the producers

help to lead the audience where they want them as they tell their

story, but it is ultimately the viewer who decides if they agree or not.

Resource Six
Data Source

Section E

What or who is the real 

leading man?

*SPOILER WARNING* 

(excerpt from Pop Culture 

Detective)

Image:

Newt Scamander © WB 

and Wizarding World

Providing Evidence
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Resource Six
Activities

Activities 1. Think about how the media represents audiences in a different

movie, television, or book series franchise, then answer the following

questions.

• What terms are popularly used to describe audiences?

• Are they positive or negative?

• Do they assume the audience to be homogenous or

diverse?

• Are they describing people like you?

• What common anxieties are expressed in newspaper

headlines, for example?

• What questions might these perceptions, or anxieties, lead

policy makers and the public to ask researchers?

2. Now take your answers and craft 3 different advertisements, one

each from a dominant, oppositional and negotiated viewpoint.

3. How do the two activities compare? What does your first media

assume and how do they lead you where they want you to go? How

does changing the framing alter the message? Why is understanding

this important and how could it be used by the media? Justify your

answers in a 1-2 page report.

Creativity 

Critical Thinking

Building an argument
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Problem 
solving

Resource Six
Further Reading

• Explore the link from Pop Culture Detective (below) including full 

transcript and video.

• Read Why Newt Scamander is a different kind of hero on 

Wizarding World.

Explore

• Excerpts taken from Pop Culture Detective (2017) The Fantastic 

Masculinity of Newt Scamander. 

• Image References:

• All Harry Potter and Fantastic Beasts images © Warner 

Brothers Studios

• Newt vs Harry © Warner Brothers, located at Favim

• Media Coverage of Fantastic Beasts © New York Post

References

https://www.wizardingworld.com/features/why-newt-scamander-is-a-different-kind-of-hero
http://popculturedetective.agency/2017/the-fantastic-masculinity-of-newt-scamander
https://favim.com/image/4959345/
https://nypost.com/2016/11/16/fantastic-beasts-is-second-rate-rowling/
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Final
Reflection Activity

Project: Case Study: The Soap Opera (3.1 Close Study Products (CSPs) )

Robert Allen’s (1995) states that the soap opera establishes a particular ‘interpretative contract’

with viewers. Meaning the text anticipates what its reader (the viewer) already knows and what

they want to be shown next, guiding the viewer in certain directions according to conventions

familiar to both text and reader. But the text also leaves open some opportunities – through a

structured series of ‘gaps’ - for the viewer to think their own thoughts, draw their

own interferences and assert their own preferences.

Think about a soap opera you are familiar with. Compared with a situational comedy or

romance, what ‘contract’ does the genre establish with its audience? Imagine how a

recent storyline could be variously interpreted by different audiences, depending

on character preferences or response to the moral dilemmas portrayed. What difference

does it make if you’ve watched for two weeks, two years or twenty years?

If you don’t watch soap operas, watch a couple of episodes and identify the kinds of

knowledge – about characters, about ongoing narratives – which are taken for granted and

which you may find confusing because you haven’t watched it before. Write down your thoughts

and observations.

If working with a partner, compare your observations with them. Take notice of what they are

interested in and whether they interpret the episodes as you did.

You may have noticed that the audience implied by or addressed by the text may or may not be

the audience who actually interprets it. In other words, how audiences respond to the media

has been radically reframed as a question of how implied audiences relate to empirical or actual

audiences. In asking how real people think and act in relation to particular texts, researchers have

developed a range of methods for exploring the process of interpretation or decoding. As we have

seen.

Write a 3-4 page report discussing your findings, taking into account all of the theories you’ve

reviewed so far: Stuart Hall, Tannenbaum and Schmidt and Blake Mouton as well as the various

examples of media campaigns discussed.

Topics should include, but are not limited to:

• The cultural, social, or historical significance of the show/episodes

• Reflect on the various theoretical frameworks discussed

• Discuss the quality, form and structure of the media

• Interpret how the media communicates with it’s intended audience

• Discuss the intended vs. actual audiences

The focus should not be on the product itself, but the theoretical framework regarding the context

of the media.

Deep Dive
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Part 3 – Study Skills, Tips & 
Guidance

More Than Meets the Eye |  Key Stage 5  |  Media Studies and Business

University Study Skills: 

ü Cornell Notes

ü Key Instruction Words

ü Academic Writing

ü Referencing 

ü Evaluating Your Sources

University Guidance: 

ü What next? 

Subject Guidance: 

ü More on studying your 

subject

In this section:

This section includes helpful tips to help you complete this pack, as well as improve your study

skills for any courses you take next year.

It also includes a few fantastic easy-to-use resources to know what to do next if you are hoping to

go to university in the next few years, like UCAS advice and web links to more academic

opportunities.
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University Study Skills
Cornell Notes

Why is good note-taking important?

If it feels like you forget new information almost as quickly as you hear it, even if you write it

down, that’s because we tend to lose almost 40% of new information within the first 24 hours of

first reading or hearing it.

If we take notes effectively, however, we can retain and retrieve almost 100% of the information

we receive. Consider this graph on the rate of forgetting with study/repetition:

Learning a new system

The Cornell Note System was developed in the 1950s at the University of Cornell in the USA. The

system includes interacting with your notes and is suitable for all subjects. There are three steps

to the Cornell Note System.

Retention: the act of 

absorbing and 

continuing to keep 

information

Repetition: the act of 

repeating an interaction 

with material/notes

Repetition 

increases 

retention

Drop in 

retention after 

18 minutes

Step 1: Note-Taking

1. Create Format: Notes are set up in the Cornell Way.

This means creating 3 boxes like the ones on the left. You

should put your name, date and topic at the top of the

page.

2. Write and Organise: You then take your notes in the

‘note taking’ area on the right hand side of the page. You

should organise these notes by keeping a line or a space

between ‘chunks’/main ideas of information. You can also

use bullet points for lists of information to help organise

your notes.

More Than Meets the Eye |  Key Stage 5  |  Media Studies and Business

University Ready
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Step 2: Note-Making

1. Revise and Edit Notes: Go back to box 1, the note-taking area and spend some time revising and
editing. You can do this by: highlighting ‘chunks’ of information with a number or a colour; circling all
key words in a different colour; highlighting main ideas; adding new information in another colour.

2. Note Key Idea: Go to box 2 on the left hand side of the page and develop some questions about
the main ideas in your notes. The questions should be ‘high level’. This means they should encourage
you to think deeper about the ideas. Example ‘high level’ questions would be:

• Which is the most important/significant reason for…
• To what extent…
• How does the (data/text/ideas) support the viewpoint?
• How do we know that…

Here is an example of step 1 and step 2 for notes on the story of Cinderella:

Step 3: Note-Interacting

Summary: Go to box 3 at the bottom of the page and summarise the main ideas in box 1 and answer
the essential questions in box 2.

Give the Cornell Note Taking System a try and see if it works for you!

University Study Skills 
Cornell Notes

More Than Meets the Eye |  Key Stage 5  |  Media Studies and Business

University Ready
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University Study Skills Key 
Instruction Words

Analyse – When you analyse something, you consider it carefully and in detail in order to understand

and explain it. To analyse, identify the main parts or ideas of a subject and examine or interpret the

connections between them.

Comment – When you comment on a subject or the ideas in a subject, you say something that gives

your opinion about it or an explanation for it.

Compare – To compare things means to point out the differences or similarities between them. A

comparison essay would involve examining qualities/characteristics of a subject and emphasising the

similarities and differences.

Contrast – When you contrast two subjects, you show how they differ when compared with each

other. A contrast essay should emphasise striking differences between two elements.

Compare and contrast – To write a compare and contrast essay, you would examine the similarities

and differences between two subjects.

Criticise – When you criticise, you make judgments about a subject after thinking about it carefully

and deeply. Express your judgement with respect to the correctness or merit of the factors under

consideration. Give the results of your own analysis and discuss the limitations and contributions of

the factors in question. Support your judgement with evidence.

Define – When you define something, you show, describe, or state clearly what it is and what it is

like. You can also say what its limits are. Do not include details but do include what distinguishes it

from the other related things, sometimes by giving examples.

Describe – To describe in an essay requires you to give a detailed account of characteristics,

properties or qualities of a subject.

Discuss – To discuss in an essay, consider your subject from different points of view. Examine, analyse

and present considerations for and against the problem or statement.

More Than Meets the Eye  |  Key Stage 5  |  Media Studies and Business

These words will often be used when university tutors set you essay questions - it is a good idea 

to carefully read instruction words before attempting to answer the question.

University Ready
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University Study Skills
Key Instruction Words

Continued

Evaluate – When you evaluate in an essay, decide on your subject’s significance, value or quality after

carefully studying its good and bad features. Use authoritative (e.g. from established authors or

theorists in the field) and, to some extent, personal appraisal of both contributions and limitations of

the subject. Similar to assess.

Illustrate – If asked to illustrate in an essay, explain the points that you are making clearly by using

examples, diagrams, statistics etc.

Interpret – In an essay that requires you to interpret, you should translate, solve, give examples, or

comment upon the subject and evaluate it in terms of your judgement or reaction. In other words,

give an explanation of what your subject means. Similar to explain.

Justify – When asked to justify a statement in an essay, you should provide the reasons and grounds

for the conclusions you draw from the statement. Present your evidence in a form that will convince

your reader.

Outline – Outlining requires that you explain ideas, plans, or theories in a general way, without giving

all the details. Organise and systematically describe the main points or general principles. Use

essential supplementary material but omit minor details.

Prove – When proving a statement, experiment or theory in an essay, you must confirm or verify it.

You are expected to evaluate the material and present experimental evidence and/or logical

argument.

Relate – To relate two things, you should state or claim the connection or link between them. Show

the relationship by emphasising these connections and associations.

Review – When you review, critically examine, analyse and comment on the major points of a subject

in an organised manner
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University Study Skills
Academic Writing
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What is academic writing?

‘Academic writing’ is a special way of writing when talking about research or a point of view.

It has a logical structure and uses formal language. Various sources of information are also 

used to support what is being said.

Academic writing: how to guide

• Use words you know and are confident using, making sure that what you write makes sense 
and is clear.

• Do not use contractions, like ‘don’t’ or ‘can’t’. Instead, write these out fully: ‘do not’, ‘cannot’.
• Do not use colloquialisms, meaning words or phrases that are not formal and that you would 

use when you speak. Examples include ‘ace’, ‘brilliant’, ‘like chalk and cheese’, etc.
• Do not use slang or jargon, for example ‘daft’, ‘bloke’, ‘dodgy’.

Expressing your opinion in academic writing

In academic writing, it is best to express an opinion without writing in the first person. Your work 
should show that it is supported by specific evidence and facts, rather than your personal intuition. 

Therefore, rather than saying ‘In my opinion, this proves that’, you can express the outcome of 
your reasoning in other ways:
• ‘This indicates that…’;
• ‘The aforementioned problems in Smith’s argument reveal that…’;
• ‘Such weaknesses ultimately mean that…’, and so on.

Signposting

Signposting guides your reader through different sections of your writing. It tells them what is being 
discussed and why, and when your piece is moving from one part to another. It links ideas together 

and helps with the flow of your writing. Below are some examples of using signposting to:

• Expand on a previous idea:

- ‘Building on from the idea that…’ (mention previous idea), ‘this section illustrates that…’ 

(introduce your new idea).
- ‘To further understand the role of…’ (your topic/previous idea) this section explores the idea 

that… (introduce your new idea).

• Present a contrasting view:

- ‘However, another angle in this debate suggests that... (introduce your contrasting idea)

- ‘However, not all research shows that...’ (mention your previous idea). ‘Some evidence agrees 
that...’
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Why should I reference?

Referencing is important in your work for the following reasons:

• It gives credit to the authors of any sources you have referred to or been influenced 

by.

• It supports the arguments you make in your assignments.

• It demonstrates the variety of sources you have used.

• It helps to prevent you from losing marks, or failing, due to plagiarism.

When should I use a reference?

You should use a reference when you:

• Quote directly from another source.

• Summarise or rephrase another piece of work.

• Include a specific statistic or fact from a source.

University Study Skills 
Referencing
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What is a reference or referencing?

A reference is just a note in your assignment that tells your reader where specific ideas,
information or opinions that you have used from another source have come from. It can be
done through ‘citations’ or a ‘bibliography’.

When you get to university, you will need to include references in the assignments that you
write. As well as being academic good practice, referencing is very important, because it will
help you to avoid plagiarism.

Plagiarism is when you take someone else’s work or ideas and pass them off as your own.
Whether plagiarism is deliberate or accidental, the consequences can be severe. You must be
careful to reference your sources correctly.
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Question your sources before referencing using these tips:

Currency: the timelines of the information

• When was it published or posted? Has it been revised or updated? Does your topic require

current information, or will older sources work as well?

Relevance: the importance of the information for your needs

• Does the information relate to your topic or answer your question? Who is the intended

audience? Have you looked at a variety of sources?

Authority: the source of the information

• Who is the author/publisher/source/sponsor? What are the author’s credentials? Is the

author qualified to write on the topic?

Accuracy: the reliability and correctness of the source

• Is the information supported by evidence? Has the information been reviewed or refereed?

Can you verify whether it is a personal or professional source? Are there errors?

Purpose: the reason the information exists

• Does the author make their intentions/purpose clear? Is the information fact, opinion or

propaganda? Are there are biases? Does the viewpoint appear objective?

University Study Skills 
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Is it a source worth citing? 
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The two main aspects of referencing you need to be aware of are:

1. In-text citations

These are used when directly quoting a source. They should be located in the body of your work, 
after you have referred to your source in your writing. They contain the surname of the author of the 
source and the year it was published in brackets. 

Example: Daisy describes her hopes for her infant daughter, stating “I hope she’ll be a fool — that’s 
the best thing a girl can be in this world, a beautiful little fool.” (Fitzgerald, 2004).

2. Bibliography

This is a list of all the sources you have referenced in your assignment. In the bibliography, you list 
your references by the numbers you have used and include as much information as you have about 
the reference. The list below gives what should be included for different sources. 

• Websites – Author (if possible), ‘title of the web page’, ‘Available at:’ website address, 
[Accessed: date you accessed it]. 

Example: ‘How did so many soldiers survive the trenches?’, Available at: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3kgjxs#zg2dtfr [Accessed: 11 July 2019].

• Books – Author surname, author first initial, (year published), title of book, publisher

Example: Dubner S. and Levitt, S., (2007), Freakonomics: A Rogue Economist Explores the 
Hidden Side of Everything, Penguin Books

• Articles – Author, ‘title of the article’, where the article comes from (newspaper, journal etc.), 
date of the article.

Example: Maev Kennedy, ‘The lights to go out across the UK to mark First World War’s 
centenary’, The Guardian Newspaper, 10 July 2014.
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How do I reference?

There is a number of different ways of referencing. However, most universities use what is called

the Harvard Referencing Style. Talk to your tutor about which style they want you to use - the

most important thing is that you remain consistent!
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University Study Skills 
Evaluating your sources

Knowing about the different types of sources and what makes them worth using is important for

academic work.

When doing research you will come across a lot of information from different types of sources.

How do you decide which source to use? From newspaper articles to books to tweets, this

provides a brief description of each type of source, and breaks down things to consider when

selecting a source.

A reporting and recording 

of cultural and political 

happenings that keep the 

general public informed. 

Opinions and public 

commentaries can also be 

included.

A collection of millions of 

educational, inspirational, 

eye-opening and 

entertaining videos.

Blogs (e.g. Tumbler) are 

used for sharing both 

developed and 

unpublished ideas and 

interests with a niche 

community.

A platform for millions of 

very short messages on a 

variety of topics.

A collection of analytics 

reports that outline the 

objectives, background, 

methods, results and 

limitations of new research 

written for and by scholars 

in a niche field.

The information presented 

is supported by clearly 

identified sources. 

Sometimes each chapter 

has a different author.

Books or online – giving 

information on many 

different subjects. Some 

are intended as an entry 

point into research, some 

provide detailed 

information and onwards 

references. 

A glossy compilation of 

stories with unique themes 

intended for specific 

interests.
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tweets blogs YouTube Newspaper

Journals Academic 

book

Encyclopaedia Popular

book
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University Study Skills 
Evaluating your sources

Number of outside sources

When an author used many outside sources in their writing, they demonstrate familiarity with ideas

beyond their own. As more unique viewpoints are pulled into a source, it becomes more comprehensive

and reliable. This shows the typical number of outside sources used in each type of publication.

Degree of review before a source is published

Two factors contribute to the amount of inspection that a source receives before it might be published:

the number of reviewers fact-checking the written ideas, and the total time spent by reviewers as they

fact-check. The more people involved in the review process and the longer the review process takes, the

more credible the source is likely to be.
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Tweets Blog YouTube

Newspaper

Popular 

magazine

Academic 

book

Online 

article

Journal

Encyclopaedia
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University Guidance
What next?

University Guidance

Different people go to university for different reasons. You might have a particular job in mind or just

want to study a subject you are passionate about. Whatever your motivations, going to university can

help improve your career prospects, as well as develop your confidence, independence and academic

skills.

Choosing a course and university

Choosing the right course to study is an important decision so make sure you take time to research

the different options available to you. Here are some top tips:

ü You don’t have to choose a course which you have already studied, there are lots of courses which

don’t require prior knowledge of the subject. You can apply skills gained from school studies to a

new field.

ü The same subject can be taught very differently depending on the course and university you

choose. Take a look at university websites to find out more about the course content, teaching

styles and types of assessment.

ü When choosing a university, think about what other factors are important to you. Do you want to

study at a campus university or be based in a city centre? What accommodation options are

there? Does the university have facilities for any extracurricular activities you’re involved in?

ü To research your options, have a look at university leaflets and websites, and check if there are

opportunities to speak to current students who can give you a real insight in to what life is like

there.

More Than Meets the Eye |  Key Stage 5  |  Media Studies and Business

If you’re at school or college, take a look at their dedicated pages on the 

Make Happen website and find support guides, videos, tips and facts 

about preparing for university life or taking a degree apprenticeship.
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University Guidance
What next?

Exploring Careers and Subject Options

ü Find job descriptions, salaries and hours, routes into different careers, and more

at: https://www.startprofile.com/

ü Research career and study choices, and see videos of those who have pursued various routes

at: http://www.careerpilot.org.uk/

ü See videos about what it’s like to work in different jobs and for different organisations

at: https://www.careersbox.co.uk/

ü Find out where different degrees could lead to, how to choose the right course for you, and how

to apply for courses and student finance at: https://www.prospects.ac.uk/

ü Explore job descriptions and career options, and contact careers advisers

at: https://nationalcareersservice.direct.gov.uk/

ü Discover which subjects and qualifications (not just A-levels) lead to different degrees, and what

careers these degrees can lead to at: http://www.russellgroup.ac.uk/media/5457/informed-

choices-2016.pdf

Comparing Universities

Use our platform ThinkUni.org to take a short quiz about your preferences and interests to find out which

universities might be a great fit for you.

Other popular resources:

https://www.ucas.com/

https://www.whatuni.com/

http://unistats.direct.gov.uk/

https://www.thecompleteuniversityguide.co.uk/

https://www.opendays.com/
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University Guidance
What next?

UCAS and the university application process

All applications for UK degree programmes are made through UCAS. There is lots of information on the

UCAS website to guide you through the process and what you need to do at each stage.

These are the main steps you can expect:

ü Applications open in September the year before you plan to start university.

ü You can apply for up to five courses.

ü The deadline for most courses is 15 January, though there is an earlier deadline of 15 October for

Oxford and Cambridge, Medicine, Veterinary Medicine/Science and Dentistry.

ü Some courses may require an interview, portfolio or admissions test in addition to the UCAS

application. Check individual university websites for details.

ü Check UCAS Track which will be updated with decisions from the universities you have applied for

and to see your deadline for replying to any offers.

ü You should choose a first and second choice university in case you don’t get your first choice. If

you already have your exam results or a university thinks your application is particularly strong,

you might receive an unconditional offer.

ü On the other hand, if you're holding a conditional offer then you will need to wait until you

receive your exam results to have your place confirmed.

ü Clearing & Adjustment allows you to apply to courses which still have vacancies if you didn't

meet the conditions of your offer, have changed your mind about what or where you want to

study, or have met and exceeded the conditions of your offer and would like to look at

alternative options.
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Personal Statements

A really important part of your application is the Personal Statement. It gives you the opportunity

to tell universities why they should offer you a place.

ü You can only submit one Personal Statement so it’s important that you are consistent in your

course choices. Make sure you have done your research to show your understanding of the

subject area and passion for it.

ü Start by brainstorming all your skills, experience and attributes. Once you have everything

written down, you can begin to be selective – you only have 47 lines so won’t be able to

include everything.

Here a few top tips for making your Personal Statement stand out:

• Explain why you want to study your chosen subject

• Say what area of your chosen subject fascinates you

• Demonstrate your interest by mentioning what you have recently read, watched or listened

to, and how they helped your understanding of the subject

• Mention activities or practical work you have completed which helped to develop any

subject-related skills

• Describe how your school or individual work has equipped you with the necessary

knowledge and ability to be a successful student in that subject.

Useful resources

ü Key dates and deadlines: www.access-ed.ngo/timelines-for-applying-to-university

ü Get tutor advice on writing a UCAS personal statement at: www.access-ed.ngo/writing-your-

ucas-personal-statement

ü An easy template to start practising your personal statement: 

https://www.ucas.com/sites/default/files/ucas-personal-statement-worksheet.pdf

ü Untangle UCAS terminology at: https://www.ucas.com/corporate/about-us/who-we-

are/ucas-terms-explained

ü Discover more about the application process including when to apply and how to fill in your 

application on the UCAS website. 

ü Read more useful advice about what to include in your personal statement on UCAS, the 

Complete University Guide and The Student Room. 

ü Attend one of our virtual sessions to find out more about applying and personal statements. 
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Student Finance

Concerns about money should not be a barrier to accessing higher education. There are lots of

different forms of financial support available to you, including government loans and grants, as well

as a range of scholarships and bursaries.

Key facts to remember

• You do not have to pay tuition fees upfront. If you are eligible for funding through Student

Finance authorities, which most students will be, then you can apply for a loan which covers

the full tuition fee and is paid directly to universities.

• You can also apply for a living cost loan to help with costs such as accommodation, travel and

food. How much you receive will depend on your household income and where you choose to

live and study.

• Repayments don’t start until the April after you finish or leave your course and only if your

income is over the repayment threshold. The amount you repay is based on your income, not

how much you borrow, and any outstanding amount is written off after 30 years.

• There are additional forms of support available depending on your individual circumstances

including Disabled Students’ Allowances and grants for students with adult or child

dependants. These grants do not normally have to be repaid.

• Universities and other organisations will also offer bursaries, scholarships and other forms of

financial support so make sure you research all the funding available to you.

Useful resources

ü Get the key facts and figures about Student Finance from: https://www.gov.uk/student-finance.

ü Check how much you could be eligible to receive using the Student Finance Calculator.

ü Find out more about Student Finance England support on the Student Room’s Finance Zone.

ü Check your money ready for university with this online course.
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A Deeper Look Into Geography (re: women farmers):

ü Read: Nicola Verdon, ‘The Modern Countrywoman’: Farm Women, Domesticity and Social 

Change in Interwar Britain, History Workshop Journal, Volume 70, Issue 1, Autumn 2010, 

Pages 86–107, https://doi.org/10.1093/hwj/dbq016

ü Watch: WWI's Civilians, the Homefront, and an Uneasy Peace: Crash Course European 

History #34. https://youtu.be/dPXNZkGYJHM

ü Listen: BBC Radio 4 HomeFront was commissioned to mark the centenaries of World War 

One, Home Front is set in Great Britain between 4 August 1914 and 9 November 1918. 

The drama is told day by day over 15 seasons, most of which are made up of 40 episodes. 

Each episode is around 11 minutes long and is from a particular character’s point of view. 

Each episode also contains an historical fact that is specific to the day on which the 

episode is set. Home Front is set in three locations. The main one is Folkestone where 

most of the seasons are set. Three of the seasons are set on Tyneside and a further two 

are set in South Devon. Accessible until 2024.  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b047qhc2

ü Do: Review the Museum of English Rural Life’s Object Handling at Home post. 

https://merl.reading.ac.uk/news-and-views/2020/08/object-handling-at-home-shoes/ To 

follow this handling from home activity you’ll need to examine the footwear in your 

house. This could be yours, or it might belong to another member of your household. 

Remember to ask permission and to wash your hands after handling footwear! We’ll be 

using your own boots and shoes to help us think about how WLA footwear was made, 

what it might have been like to wear or work in, and to reveal a few more secrets about 

life as a land girl. Follow along with the post or chose a different item, a toy, heirloom, 

piece of jewelry, etc. and find out as much as you can using the techniques we’ve 

discussed.
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